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British Historical Medals from Various Properties

Henrietta Maria, 1628, a silver medal, unsigned [by N. Briot], crowned shields of Britain and France, rev. tree, 28mm (MI I, 249/23;
E 110). About very !ne  £120-£150

2001x

Birth of Prince Charles, 1630, silver medalets (2), unsigned, each 24mm (MI I, 254/36); Capture of Porto Bello, 1739,
pinchbeck medals (2), each 27mm; together with a uniface cast bronze medal, 40 x 33mm [5]. Varied state  £80-£100

2002

Charles I, Memorial, a copper medal by J. & N. Roettier, undated [struck c. 1695], armoured and draped bust right, rev. hand
issuing from heaven holding celestial crown, landscape below, 50mm (MI I, 346/200; E 162a). About extremely !ne  £100-£120

2003

Marriage of Charles II and Catherine of Braganza, [1662], a silver medal, unsigned [by J. Roettier], laureate and draped bust
of Charles right, rev. draped bust of Catherine right, 43mm, 33.88g (MI I, 489/111; E 224). Numerous small digs in "an, good !ne

£150-£180

2004

Royal Oak Lottery, c. 1665, copper, tree with banner inscribed THE LOYALL SVFFERERS, rev. dial, Roman numerals around, 3.48g/3h (N
9378 rev., di!erent obv.; W –; D & W –); NETHERLANDS, Aborted Peace Negotations in Breda, 1575, a copper jeton,
29mm (Dugn. 2647) [2]. First about very !ne and rare, second good !ne  £80-£100

2005

Provenance: The Royal Oak Lottery was "rst introduced in 1630 by Charles I to defray the expenses of carrying water to London. Abandoned by
Cromwell, the Lottery was reborn on 25 August 1663 when a license was granted to Capt. James Roche, Adjutant of the Guards Regiment, to
establish both it and the Queen’s Nosegay, at Smith"eld Fair, London

All lots are illustrated on our website and are subject to extra charges which may be viewed in Ts and Cs 3, 4 and 10 at the back of this catalogue



British Historical Medals from Various Properties

Charles XI of Sweden, Investiture as Knight of the Garter, 1671, a silver medal, unsigned [by J. Roettier], St George on
horseback right, spearing dragon, rev. Garter decorated with two crowned monograms, Collar of the Order around, Star of the
Order in centre, 44mm (MI I, 549/206; E 247; Delzanno p.870). Removed from a mount, surfaces scratched and tooled, otherwise very
!ne and toned, rare  £100-£120

2006

Expedition to Vigo Bay, 1702, a silver medal, unsigned [by J. Croker], crowned bust of Anne left, rev. ships burning in blockaded
harbour, 37mm, 17.92g (MI II, 236/18; E 395a). Toned, about very !ne  £150-£180

2007

Queen Anne’s Bounty, 1704, a copper medal by J. Croker, laureate and draped bust left, rev. Queen presenting charter to
kneeling clergy, 44mm (MI II, 251/43; E 404). Small edge bruise, otherwise about extremely !ne  £100-£120

2008

All lots are illustrated on our website and are subject to extra charges which may be viewed in Ts and Cs 3, 4 and 10 at the back of this catalogue



British Historical Medals from Various Properties

Union of England and Scotland, 1707, a copper medal, unsigned [by J. Croker], crowned bust of Anne left, rev. Anne, as Pallas,
standing facing holding spear and shield, 70mm (MI II, 298/115; E 423). Some light scratches in !elds, otherwise good very !ne

£150-£180

2009

Provenance: Spink Auction 194, 26-27 March 2008, lot 137

Battle of Malplaquet, 1709, a copper medal by J. Croker, 47mm (E 438); George III, Accession, 1760, a cast bronze medal
after T. Pingo, 54mm (cf. BHM 1; cf. E 682); Earl of Wellington, 1812, a copper medal by T. Webb, 54mm (BHM 746; E 1029);
Betrothal of Princess Charlotte, 1814, a copper medal by T. Webb, 54mm (BHM 778; E 1041); Death of Princess
Charlotte, 1817, a copper medal by Webb & Mills for Mudie, 49mm (BHM 940; E 1097) [5]. Varied state  £150-£200

2010

Death of the Duke of Marlborough, 1722, a copper medal by J. Dassier, 42mm (E 495); Action o! Toulon, 1744, a
pinchbeck medal, unsigned, 38mm (E 582); Death of Earl Howe, 1799, a copper medal by T. Wyon Sr, 38mm (BHM 468);
Death of Sir Ralph Abercromby, 1801, a copper medal, unsigned, 40mm (BHM 505) [4]. Varied state, second pierced

£100-£150

2011

Capture of Portobello, 1739, a gilt-pinchbeck medal, unsigned, half-length !gure of Admiral Vernon three-quarters left with sta",
rev. panorama of harbour, 37mm, 16.14g (Adams PBv 25-U; MI II, 536/110; Betts 201). Nearly extremely !ne  £400-£500

2012x

Provenance: SNC September 1979 (8131)

Capture of Fort Chagre, 1740, a pinchbeck medal, unsigned, three-quarter length !gure of Vernon facing, tree to left, Fort
Chagre and ship to right, rev. six ships outside Portobello harbour, 39mm (Adams FCv 3-B; Betts 279; MI –); together with another
medal [2]. Fine, second chipped  £80-£100

2013

Death of Archdeacon Ralph Brideoake, 1743, a copper medal by J.A. Dassier, bust right, rev. view of St Mary’s Church,
Southampton, 54mm (MI II, 573/209; E 574). Extremely !ne  £70-£90

2014

All lots are illustrated on our website and are subject to extra charges which may be viewed in Ts and Cs 3, 4 and 10 at the back of this catalogue



British Historical Medals from Various Properties

The Young Pretender, 1745, a copper medal [struck c. 1748], unsigned [by C.N. Roettier?], bare head of Prince Charles right,
rev. Britannia standing on shore with spear and shield, ships at sea to left, 42mm (Woolf 59:2; MI II, 600/251; E 595a). About
extremely !ne  £150-£180

2015

Trinity College, Dublin, 1752, Berkeley Prize for Greek, a gilt-copper medal by J.S. & A.B. Wyon, arms, rev. horse galloping left,
36mm. Gilding worn in places, some marks, scratches, and edge knocks, otherwise very !ne, rare  £80-£100

2016x

Death of John Murray, Duke of Atholl, 1774, a silver medal by J. Kirk, bust right, rev. female !gure in mourning, 37mm, 18.37g
(BHM 192; E 756; Quarmby 146). About extremely !ne, attractively toned  £150-£180

2017

Provenance: R. Cain Collection, Spink Auction 145, 12-14 July 2000, lot 2806 (part); DNW Auction 148, 18-20 September 2018, lot 1099

Possibly struck at the Paris Mint in the 1820s

Siege of Gibraltar, 1782, a restrike copper medal by J.-P. Droz, uniformed bust of General Elliott left, rev. Hercules standing
between two pillars, 59mm (cf. BHM 247; cf. E 794). Cleaned, otherwise very !ne  £60-£80

2018

George III, Recovery from Illness, [1789], a uniface gilt-brass and enamel badge, GOD SAVE THE KING on garter, monogram in
centre, all within wreath, 44mm. Small chip in enamel at bottom, otherwise extremely !ne, rare; set in a 9ct gold band, with loop for
suspension  £400-£500

2019

All lots are illustrated on our website and are subject to extra charges which may be viewed in Ts and Cs 3, 4 and 10 at the back of this catalogue



British Historical Medals from Various Properties

Battle of the First of June, 1794, a copper medal by C.H. Küchler, uniformed bust of Earl Howe right, rev. view of the battle,
48mm (BHM 383; E 855). About extremely !ne  £150-£180

2020

White metal medals (7) from Mudie’s National Series, each 41mm: Battle of the First of June, 1794, by W. Wyon (BHM 387);
French Fleet Repulsed, 1804, by Droz & Mills (BHM 567); Admiral Lord Nelson, 1805, by Webb & Droz (BHM 595);
English Army Arrives in the Peninsula, 1808, by N. Brenet (BHM 635); Battle of Vimiera, 1808, by Barre & Mills (BHM
637); Battle of Almaraz, 1812, by Mills & Gayrard (BHM 727); Battle of Toulouse, 1814, by N. Brenet (BHM 789 var.) [7].
Varied state  £100-£150

2021

Earl Howe, [1794], a copper cliché of the obv. of the medal by W. Wyon for Mudie, 40mm (cf. BHM 387); English Army
Passes the Pyrenees, 1813, a copper medal by N. Brenet for Mudie, 41mm (BHM 760); together with various copies of Mudie
medals (8), and a modern reprint of Mudie’s Account of a Grand Series of National Medals [Lot]. Varied state  £60-£80

2022

Gilt-copper medals (3) from Mudie’s National Series, each 41mm: Battle of Camperdown, 1797, by Webb & Wyon (BHM 432);
Battle of Cape St Vincent, 1797, by Mills & Brenet (BHM 438); Battle of Albuera, 1811, by Webb & Brenet (BHM 718) [3].
Good very !ne or better  £100-£150

2023

Battle of the Nile, 1798, a copper medal by C.H. Küchler for Davison, Peace standing on rocky shore, holding medallion bearing
bust of Nelson, anchor behind, rev. the British !eet heading into battle, edge inscribed, 47mm (BHM 447; E 890). About extremely !ne

 £200-£260

2024

George III, Preserved from Assassination, 1800, a copper medal by C.H. Küchler, armoured and draped bust left, rev. smoke
and !ames rising from altar, Eye of Providence above, 48mm (BHM 483; E 916). A few minor marks, otherwise about extremely !ne

£60-£80

2025

Copper medals (5) from Mudie’s National Series, each 41mm: Major-General Hutchinson, 1801, by Webb & Dupré (BHM
509); French Fleet Repulsed, 1804, by Droz & Mills (BHM 567); English Army Arrives in the Peninsula, 1808, by N.
Brenet (BHM 635); Death of Sir John Moore, 1809, by Mills & Couriguer (BHM 666); Battle of Talavera, 1809, by Mills &
La"tte (BHM 673) [5]. Good very !ne or better  £200-£300

2026

All lots are illustrated on our website and are subject to extra charges which may be viewed in Ts and Cs 3, 4 and 10 at the back of this catalogue



British Historical Medals from Various Properties

Union of Great Britain and Ireland, 1801, a copper medal by C.H. Küchler, armoured bust of George III left, rev. Britannia and
Hibernia shaking hands, 48mm (Pollard 24 [obv. 3a]; BHM –; E –). Good very !ne, rare  £100-£120

2027

Union of Great Britain and Ireland, 1801, a copper medal by C.H. Küchler, armoured bust of George III left, rev. Britannia and
Hibernia shaking hands, 48mm (Pollard 24 [obv. 3b]; BHM 524; E –). Extremely !ne  £150-£180

2028

Death of the Duke of Bedford, 1802, a copper medal by J.G. Hancock, 42mm (BHM 532); Death of Sir Thomas
Lawrence, 1830, a copper medal by S. Clint, 41mm (BHM 1448); Repeal of the Corn Laws, [1846], a copper medal by A.J.
Stothard, 45mm (BHM 2237); Death of Lord Bentinck, 1848, a copper medal by B. Wyon, 51mm (BHM 2301) [4]. Good very
!ne or better  £100-£150

2029

Peace of Amiens, 1802, a copper medal by C.H. Küchler, armoured bust of George III left, rev. Peace standing facing, holding olive
branch and setting !re to pile of arms, 48mm (BHM 535; E 941). Extremely !ne  £100-£120

2030

All lots are illustrated on our website and are subject to extra charges which may be viewed in Ts and Cs 3, 4 and 10 at the back of this catalogue



British Historical Medals from Various Properties

Marquis Cornwallis, 1802, a copper medal by J.G. Hancock, uniformed bust left, rev. Britannia seated right, holding medallion
depicting George III, cherub standing at right supporting tablet, 38mm (BHM 539; E 942). A few minor marks, otherwise about
extremely !ne  £80-£100

2031x

National Edition of Shakespeare’s Works, 1803, a silver medal by C.H. Küchler for Boydell & Nicol, Shakespeare seated on
rock, !anked by Dramatic Muse and Genius of Painting, rev. legend, edge named (Geo. Bowles Esqr), 48mm (BHM 553; E 950). About
extremely !ne, dark tone on obverse  £150-£180

2032

Provenance: D. Young Collection; DNW Auction 123, 11 June 2014, lot 525 (part)

Copper medals (9) from Mudie’s National Series, each 41mm: English Army Arrives in the Peninsula, 1808, by N. Brenet
(BHM 635; E 988); Passage of the Douro, 1809, by Brenet & Dubois (BHM 671; E 997); English Army on the Tagus, 1810
-11, by Petit & Dubois (BHM 713; E 1016); English Army Passes the Pyrenees, 1813, by N. Brenet (BHM 760; E 1034);
Battle of San Sebastian, 1813, by Webb & Mills (BHM 761; E 1036); Surrender of Pamplona, 1813, by Brenet & Droz
(BHM 765; E 1037); Presentation of Colours, 1813, by Webb & Brenet (BHM 769; E 1035); England Gives Peace to the
World, 1814, by Mills & Dubois (BHM 776; E 1047); Charge of the British at Waterloo, 1815, by Mills & Depaulis (BHM
859; E 1069) [9]. Good very !ne or better  £300-£400

2033

Major-General Carrol, 1809, a copper medal by T.I. Wells, bare head left, rev. soldier in Corinthian helmet, holding sword and
shield, 41mm (BHM 664; E 995). Extremely !ne, rare  £100-£120

2034

Victories of Viscount Wellington, 1810, a copper medal by T. Wyon Jr, bare head right, rev. Victory standing right on rock,
holding wreath and palm, 50mm (Eimer 5; BHM 699; E 1010). Some marks in !elds, otherwise about extremely !ne  £60-£80

2035

All lots are illustrated on our website and are subject to extra charges which may be viewed in Ts and Cs 3, 4 and 10 at the back of this catalogue



British Historical Medals from Various Properties

Copper medals (5) from Mudie’s National Series, each 41mm: English Army on the Tagus, 1811, by Petit & Dubois (BHM 713);
Battle of Almaraz, 1812, by Mills & Gayrard (BHM 727); Battle of Vittoria, 1813, by Mills & Lefevre (BHM 756); English
Army Passes the Pyrenees, 1813, by N. Brenet (BHM 760); Battle of Toulouse, 1814, by Gayrard & Brenet (BHM 789 var.)
[5]. Good very !ne or better  £200-£300

2036

White metal medals (6) from Mudie’s National Series, each 41mm: Sir Thomas Picton, 1812, by G. Mills (BHM 730); Battle of
Salamanca, 1812, by N. Brenet (BHM 735); Presentation of Colours, 1813, by Webb & Brenet (BHM 769); Charge of the
British at Waterloo, 1815, by Mills & Depaulis (BHM 859); A Scottish Soldier, 1815, by E. Dubois (BHM 868); English
Army Enters Paris, 1815, by N. Brenet (BHM 889) [6]. Varied state  £100-£150

2037

Marquess of Wellington, Victories, 1812, a white metal medal by T. Wyon Sr and P. Wyon, bare head left, rev. three shields
resting on column, arms below, 45mm (Eimer 17; BHM 738). Some minor marks, otherwise about extremely !ne, scarce  £60-£80

2038

Victories of the Marquess of Wellington, 1812, a white metal medal by T. Wyon Sr & P. Wyon, 45mm (BHM 738); Earl of
Wellington, [1812], a copper medal by T. Webb, 53mm (BHM 746); The Elgin Marbles, a white metal medal by Thomason,
undated, 47mm (cf. BHM 1061); HMS Foudroyant Wrecked, 1897, bronze medals (2), unsigned, each 38mm (BHM 3613);
Trafalgar Centenary, 1905, a white metal medal, unsigned, 32mm (BHM 3923); together with a small silver calendar medal and
two tokens [9]. Varied state; !rst pierced  £100-£150

2039

Marquess of Wellington, Victories, 1812, copper and cast gilt-copper medals, unsigned, 36mm (Eimer 18; BHM 740);
Liberator of Spain and Portugal, [1812], a copper medal, unsigned, 36mm (Eimer 19; BHM 741) [3]. Very !ne or better, second
with suspension loop  £80-£100

2040

Marquess of Wellington, Victories, 1812, a white metal medal by T. Halliday, 54mm (Eimer 15; BHM 743); a white metal
medal by T. Wyon Sr & P. Wyon, 45mm (Eimer 17; BHM 738); Treaty of Paris, 1814, a white metal medal, unsigned (by J.
Westwood?), 43mm (Eimer 50; BHM 816); Battle of Waterloo, 1815, a white metal medal by T. Halliday, 53mm (Eimer 60;
BHM 883); Duke of Wellington, [c. 1815], a silver medal by D.F. Loos, 29mm (Eimer 91) [5]. Varied state, one pierced; last with
loop and ring for suspension  £100-£150

2041

British Victories, [1812], a white metal medal by T. Halliday, uniformed bust of Wellington three-quarters right, Corinthian
helmet and shield within wreath, standard and crossed arms behind, 48mm (Eimer 9; BHM 744; E 1028). About extremely !ne, scarce

£60-£80

2042

Earl of Wellington, [1812], a copper medal by T. Webb, bare head left, rev. VOTA PVBLICA within wreath, 54mm (Eimer 10; BHM
746; E 1029). About extremely !ne  £50-£70

2043

Gilt-copper medals (3) from Mudie’s National Series, each 41mm: Battle of Vittoria, 1813, by Mills & Lefevre (BHM 756);
Repose of Hercules, 1814, by Gayrard & Droz (BHM 825); English Army on the Scheldt, 1815, by Depaulis & La!tte (BHM
867) [3]. Very !ne or better, !rst with some edge knocks and bruises  £100-£150

2044

Copper medals (8) from Mudie’s National Series, each 41mm: Surrender of Pamplona, 1813, by Brenet & Droz (BHM 765; E
1037); Treaty of Paris, 1814, by Gayrard & Droz (BHM 825; E 1046); Visit of the Allied Sovereigns to England, 1814, by
Gayrard & Barre (BHM 854; E 1050); Charge of the British at Waterloo, 1815, by Mills & Depaulis (BHM 859; E 1069);
Battle of Waterloo, 1815, by N. Brenet (BHM 871; E 1068); English Army Enters Paris, 1815, by N. Brenet (BHM 889; E
1077); George III, 1817, by Webb & Depaulis (BHM 933; E 1102); Constitution Given to the Ionian Islands, 1817, by A.
Depaulis (BHM 958; E 1094) [8]. Good very !ne or better  £200-£300

2045

Duke of Wellington, box medals (3): brass, unsigned, 54 x 25mm (Eimer 20); wood with white metal lid and base, after Allen &
Moore, 49 x 30mm (cf. Eimer 143); bronze, after Allen & Moore, 51 x 24mm [3]. Very !ne, !rst rare  £80-£100

2046
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Lambeth Marsh Academy, an engraved gilt-silver prize medal, rev. named (Master Henry Brown, 1813), 46mm, 10.86g. Small
scrape on each side, !le-mark on edge, otherwise very !ne and toned, rare; with integral suspension loop  £100-£120

2047

Centenary of the Accession of the House of Brunswick, 1814, a bronze medal by T. Wyon Jr, laureate head of George III
right, rev. Britannia standing facing on rock, shield to left, lion behind, 50mm (BHM 779; E 1056). Some carbon spots, die-"aw on
reverse, otherwise about extremely !ne  £80-£100

2048

Copper medals (5) from Mudie’s National Series, each 41mm: Repose of Hercules, 1814, by Gayrard & Droz (BHM 825);
English Army on the Scheldt, 1815, by Depaulis & La!tte (BHM 867); A Scottish Soldier, 1815, by E. Dubois (BHM 868);
English Army Enters Paris, 1815, by Brenet (BHM 889); Treaties of Paris, 1815, by Mills & Brenet (BHM 892) [5]. Very !ne
or better  £200-£300

2049

Duke of Wellington, [1814], copper and white metal medals, unsigned [by T. Webb?] for Thomason, 54mm (Eimer 39; BHM
832) [2]. Extremely !ne and about extremely !ne; !rst set in a brass ring, with loop and ring for suspension  £100-£150

2050

Duke of Wellington, 1814, a gilt-copper medalet, unsigned, 22mm (Eimer 42); Battle of Waterloo, brass and white metal
medalets, unsigned [by T. Kettle], 25mm (BHM 875); Death of the Duke of Wellington, 1852, medalets (3), silvered-brass,
unsigned, 29mm (Eimer 169); copper, by T. Pinches, 23mm (Eimer 173a); brass, by Allen & Moore, 22mm (Eimer 174); together with
a uniface white metal medalet, unsigned, 20mm (Eimer –) [7]. Varied state  £50-£70

2051

British Battles, 1815, a copper medal by T. Bagshaw, bare head of Wellington left, rev. tablet inscribed with names and dates of
battles, arms and "ags behind, 55mm (Eimer 81; BHM 860). Good very !ne, rare  £60-£80

2052

Sold with the commemorative leather-bound book issued with the medal in 2015

Battle of Waterloo, [1815], a modern silver restrike [by ?] of the medal by B. Pistrucci, 88mm (cf. Eimer 57; cf. BHM 870).
Brilliant, as struck; in perspex holder  £100-£120

2053

Battle of Waterloo, 1815, a white metal medal, unsigned (by J. Westwood?), uniformed bust of Wellington left, rev. Victory
seated on tablet, 43mm (Eimer 63; BHM 879). Minor corrosion spots, otherwise about extremely !ne, rare  £60-£80

2054
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British Battles, [1815], a gilt-copper box medal, unsigned, uniformed bust left, rev. legend within wreath, containing 14 paper
roundels bearing the names and dates of battles, 48mm (Eimer 82a; BHM 885; E 1075a). Good very !ne  £200-£260

2055

British Battles, [1815], a copper box medal, unsigned, uniformed bust left, rev. legend within wreath, containing 11 [of 14] paper
roundels bearing the names and dates of battles, 47mm (Eimer 82a; BHM 885; E 1075a). Very !ne  £80-£100

2056

British Battles, 1815, a tubular brass box medal by E. Thomason inscribed ‘British Victories’, lid inset with portrait medalet of
Wellington, containing 26 brass medalets, each with winged Victory, revs. the battles named (lacks Waterloo, Coimbra duplicated),
each 16mm, tube 47 x 19mm (Eimer 84; BHM 888; E 1076) [Lot]. Tube very !ne, medalets extremely !ne  £200-£300

2057

Duke of Wellington, a uniface portrait in wood, uniformed bust left, ‘By Westwood’ in ink on back, 81mm; a uniface portrait in
bone, bare head right, 50 x 35mm; Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports, [1839], a uniface plaster cast of the obv. of the medal
by B. Wyon, 73mm (cf. Eimer 116) [3]. Fine to very !ne; second mounted in !tted case [lining frayed], last in !tted case [warped, hinge
broken]  £60-£80

2058

Bombardment of Algiers, 1816, a copper medal by T. Wyon Jr & T. Wyon Sr for Rundell Bridge & Rundell, laureate and
armoured bust of the Prince Regent left, rev. naval engagement, 50mm (BHM 923; E 1084). About very !ne  £80-£100

2059

Provenance: Je!rey Hoare Auctions (London, Ontario), date unknown, lot 763

Duke of Wellington Appointed Governor of Plymouth, 1819, a white metal medal by T. Webb [after P. Rouw] for
Mudie, bare head left, rev. legend in thirty-"ve lines, 55mm (Eimer 94; BHM 986; E 1118). Some minor marks and scratches, otherwise
about extremely !ne, rare  £80-£100

2060

Duke of Wellington Appointed Governor of Plymouth, 1819, a copper medal by T. Webb for Mudie, similar, 55mm
(Eimer 94; BHM 986; E 1118). About extremely !ne  £60-£80

2061

Duke of Wellington Appointed Governor of Plymouth, 1819, silver clichés of the obv. and rev. of the medal by T. Webb,
glazed and set in brass rings within a wooden frame, 204 x 104mm (cf. Eimer 94). Clichés extremely !ne, glazing and frame very !ne

£40-£50

2062
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Obsequies for George III, 1820, a white metal medal, unsigned, uniformed bust left, rev. angel seated on cloud with arms raised,
45mm (BHM 1007 [not recorded in white metal]; cf. E 1126 [see note]). Extremely !ne, very rare  £150-£180

2063x

Chronology of the Reigns of England, [c. 1820], a white metal medal, unsigned, regnal list around crowned arms with
supporters, rev. list continued around central legend, 51mm. Extremely !ne, !elds brilliant, scarce  £50-£70

2064

George IV, Coronation, 1821, a bronze medal, unsigned, laureate head left, rev. crown above sprays of roses, thistles and
shamrocks, 46mm (BHM 1077; E 1145 var.). Extremely !ne; in !tted case  £80-£100

2065

Sir Richard Steele, 3rd Bt (1775-1850), Hampstead, co Dublin

George IV, Coronation, 1821, a white metal medal by J.G. Hancock, bust left, rev. rose, thistle and shamrock, crown above,
46mm (BHM 1077). Rubbing to high points of obverse, otherwise good very !ne; in turned wooden box, base inscribed ‘Presented to Sir
Richd. Steele Bt as High Sheriff of Co Dublin on occasion of George IV’s Visit 1821’  £50-£70

2066

George IV, Coronation, 1821, a copper medal by G. Mills, bare head right, rev. King’s champion, armoured, on horseback left,
55mm (BHM 1087; E 1142). Faint scratch in reverse !eld, otherwise extremely !ne  £150-£180

2067
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Death of Queen Caroline, 1821, a copper medal by T. Halliday, diademed bust left, rev. funerary urn on plinth within closed
wreath, 45mm (BHM 1142; E –). Extremely !ne, rare  £100-£120

2068

Lord Combermere, 1821, a copper medal by Faulkner & Barnett, bare head left, rev. Victory advancing left, holding scroll, 41mm
(BHM 1157; E 1155). About extremely !ne  £60-£80

2069

Provenance: O’Byrne Collection

Sir Robert Wilson, 1821, copper and gilt-copper medals by J. Westwood, uniformed bust left, rev. CIVIBUS SERVATIS within wreath,
each 41mm (BHM 1168; E 1156) [2]. First about extremely !ne, second good very !ne but with some marks on edge  £80-£100

2070

Congress of Verona, 1822, a gilt-brass box containing six gilt-copper medalets, unsigned, each 24mm (Eimer 99a). Scratches on
some of the medalets, otherwise good very !ne, rare  £100-£150

2071

Sir Walter Scott, 1824, gilt clichés of both sides of the medal by W. Wyon for Thomason, bust right, rev. allegorical !gures of
Truth and Fiction, 54mm (cf. BHM 1238; Brodie 249) [2]. Brilliant, attractive  £100-£150

2072

Wellington as Commander-in-Chief of the Army, 1827, a copper medal by J. Henning, 63mm (Eimer 101; BHM 1313);
Wellington as Chancellor of Oxford University, 1834, a copper medal by T. Webb for Thomason, 55mm (Eimer 113;
BHM 1664); Wellington as Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports, 1839, a copper medal by B. Wyon, 55mm (Eimer 116; BHM
1889); Chelmsford Festival, 1841, a silvered-copper medal by G.R. Collis, 56mm (Eimer 119); Obsequies for the Duke of
Wellington, 1852, a white metal medal by T. Ottley, 64mm (Eimer 177; BHM 2499); Calendar Medal, 1853, a white metal
medal, unsigned, for E. Moses & Son, 41mm (Eimer 183) [6]. Varied state, one pierced and plugged at top  £100-£150

2073

Royal Standard Bene!t Society (Est. 1828), a silver medal by W.J. Taylor, rev. named (Mr P.H.H. Scagell), 42mm, 40.51g;
Tewkesbury Regatta (Est. 1860), a silver medal by Martin & Co., 45mm, 44.42g [2]. First extremely !ne and toned, with loop for
suspension, second with remains of brooch-mount on obverse otherwise good very !ne  £80-£100

2074

Provenance: First J. Spencer Collection, DNW Auction M11, 13 July 2011, lot 1013 (part)
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Royal Standard Bene!t Society (Est. 1828), a silver medal for Services by E. Avern, Justice standing with scales, shield and
accoutrements, rev. wreath of oak and palm, named (Mr Josh. Talbot), 48mm. About extremely !ne; with oval loop for suspension

£60-£80

2075

Provenance: J. Spencer Collection, DNW Auction M11, 13 July 2011, lot 1013 (part)

Anglo-French Friendship, 1830, a copper medal by Gayrard & Caqué, 36mm; William IV, Coronation, 1831, a copper
medal by W. Wyon for Rundell Bridge & Co., 68mm (BHM 1476; E 1248); Death of the Duke of Wellington, 1852, a white
metal medal by Allen & Moore, 51mm (BHM 2476); Exhibition of Art Treasures, Manchester, 1857, a bronze medal by
Pinches, 63mm (BHM 2606) [4]. Varied state  £100-£150

2076

William IV, Coronation, 1831, a copper medal, unsigned, conjoined busts of William and Adelaide right, rev. ship sailing right
towards waiting Britannia and lion on shore, 47mm (BHM 1497; E 1249). About extremely !ne  £70-£90

2077

George Watson’s College, Edinburgh, a silver prize medal, arms, rev. legend, named (George Henderson, 1833), hallmarked
Edinburgh 1832, 45mm, 39.15g. Obverse tooled in places, otherwise !ne, rare; with loop and ring for suspension  £100-£120

2078

General Sir Ronald Ferguson, 1833, a copper medal by W. Bain, bare head right, rev. legend within and around wreath, 49mm
(BHM 1649; E 1268). Extremely !ne  £60-£80

2079
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Death of John Fuller, 1834, a bronze medal by W. Wyon, bust right, Iegend within wreath, 45mm (BHM 1660; E –). About
extremely !ne; in !tted case [hinge broken]  £60-£80

2080

Abolition of Slavery, 1834, a copper medal by J. Davis, freed slave standing with arms raised, rev. legend, 43mm (BHM 1665).
About extremely !ne  £200-£260

2081

Tercentenary of the First English Bible, 1835, a copper medal by J. Davis, Bishop Coverdale seated right, pointing to open
bible on table, rev. closed bible bound by lock and chain, 38mm (BHM 1692). About extremely !ne, scarce  £100-£120

2082

Death of Henry Ryder, Bishop of Lich!eld, 1836, a copper medal by T.W. Ingram (after P. Hollins), bust right, rev. book
surrounded by mitre and three shields of arms, 45mm (BHM 1707; E –). Extremely !ne, rare; in contemporary !tted case £100-£120

2083
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Victoria, Visit to the City of London, 1837, a copper medal by J. Barber for Gri!n & Hyams, crowned head left, rev. Victoria,
attended by Britannia, welcomed by the Lord Mayor, 61mm (W & E 62A.2; BHM 1772; E 1303). About extremely !ne  £100-£120

2084

Victoria, Visit to the City of London, 1837, a copper medal by J. Barber for Gri!n & Hyams, similar, 61mm (W & E 62A.2;
BHM 1772; E 1303). Minor spotting on obverse, otherwise about extremely !ne  £80-£100

2085

Victoria, Coronation, 1838, a silver medal by B. Pistrucci, diademed bust left, rev. Victoria seated left, being o"ered the crown by
Britannia, Scotia, and Hibernia, 37mm, 19.27g (W & E 88A.2; BHM 1801; E 1315). Lightly polished, two edge knocks, otherwise about
extremely !ne; in contemporary !tted case  £200-£260

2086

Victoria, Coronation, 1838, a copper medal by B. Pistrucci, similar, 37mm (W & E 88A.1; BHM 1801; E 1315). Extremely !ne; in
contemporary !tted case [hinge slightly broken]  £200-£260

2087

Victoria, Coronation, 1838, a copper medal by G.R. Collis, bare head left, rev. Victoria enthroned atop rock, being crowned by
Archbishop, #anked by Scotia, Britannia, and Hibernia, 74mm (W & E 95A.2; BHM 1805; E 1310). Cleaned, some scratches in !elds,
otherwise good very !ne, very rare  £100-£120

2088x
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Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports, 1839, a silver medal by B. Wyon, bare head of Wellington left, rev. view of Dover Castle,
edge plain, 55mm (Eimer 116; BHM 1889; E 1328). Cleaned at one time and now re-toned, edge bruise, otherwise about extremely !ne,
scarce  £200-£260

2089

Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports, 1839, uniface bronze strikings of the obv. and rev. of the medal by B. Wyon, set inside the
lid and base of a wooden box, 65mm (cf. Eimer 116); Death of the Duke of Wellington, [1852], a copper medal by T. Pinches,
set in a wooden base, 42mm (cf. Eimer 173); Duke of Wellington, a brass and enamel medalet, 10mm, set in the lid of a black
shellac box, 51mm [3]. Varied state  £60-£80

2090

United Order of Female Rechabites, 1840, a white metal medal by T. Bagshaw, shield of arms with supporters, rev. female
!gure standing holding banner, column to left with ribbon around, 45mm (BHM 1984; Quarmby 158). Pierced, otherwise good very
!ne, extremely rare  £150-£180

2091

Provenance: DNW Auction 148, 18-20 September 2018, lot 1101 (part)

Wellington Laudatory Medal, 1841, a copper medal by B. Pistrucci, bare head left, rev. Corinthian helmet, edge plain, 61mm
(Eimer 118; BHM 2011; E 1353). Has been lacquered, otherwise extremely !ne  £150-£180

2092
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Foundation of the New Royal Exchange, 1842, a white metal medal by J. Davis, 54mm (BHM 2072); Death of the Duke
of Wellington, 1852, a white metal medal, unsigned [by J. Hinks], 45mm (BHM 2487); International Exhibition, 1862, white
metal medals (2) by G. Dowler, each 52mm (BHM 2724, 2726) [4]. Very !ne or better, last scratched in reverse !eld, all rare

£100-£150

2093

Francis Chantrey, 1843, a bronze medal by W. Wyon for the Art Union of London, 55mm (BHM 2227); William Hogarth,
1848, a bronze medal by L.C. Wyon for the Art Union of London, 54mm (BHM 2302); Inigo Jones, 1849, a bronze medal by C.F.
Carter for the Art Union of London, 54mm (BHM 2348); together with a copper medal of Shakespeare by J.-J. Barre, 41mm [4].
Good very !ne or better but !rst three brightly cleaned  £80-£100

2094

Erection of the Wellington Equestrian Statue, 1844, white metal (2) and copper medals by Allen & Moore, each 39mm
(Eimer 125-6; BHM 2191-2) [3]. Good very !ne or better, the copper medal with some light scratches  £80-£100

2095

Erection of the Wellington Equestrian Statue, 1844, a white metal medal by J. Davis, bare head left, rev. equestrian statue,
names of battles inscribed on pedestal, 51mm (Eimer 121; BHM 2195). Some marks in !elds, otherwise about extremely !ne, rare

£80-£100

2096

Erection of the Wellington Equestrian Statue, 1844, white metal medals (2) by J. Davis, 51mm and 43mm (Eimer 121, 124;
BHM 2195-6) [2]. Extremely !ne, !rst with some minor marks  £80-£100

2097

Erection of the Wellington Equestrian Statue, 1844, a copper medal by J. Taylor, view of the New Royal Exchange, rev.
equestrian statue almost facing, 38mm (Eimer 127; BHM 2199). Extremely !ne, scarce  £80-£100

2098

Victoria, Visit to Antwerp, 1845, a bronze medal by L.J. Hart for Verachter, diademed bust left, rev. city arms in cartouche,
crown above, 73mm (BDM II, 433). Extremely !ne  £100-£120

2099
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Edinburgh School of Medicine, a silver prize medal by A. Kirkwood, serpent coiled around pillar, garter around, rev. wreath,
named (To Frederick Atkinson, the Best Pupil, Senior Chemistry Class, Ed. Vet. Col., from George Wilson MD, April 1847), 49mm,
49.27g. Edge knock, otherwise about extremely !ne  £80-£100

2100

Provenance: N.G. Brodie Collection

Victoria, Visit to Ireland, 1849, a copper medal, unsigned, conjoined busts of Victoria and Albert left, rev. crown above harp,
44mm (W & E 562A.2; BHM 2335). About extremely !ne, rare  £100-£120

2101

Illustration slightly reduced

Members of the House of Commons, 1849, a bronze medal, unsigned [by Lauer], coroneted head of Victoria left, names of
her ministers around, rev. divided legend in 50 lines listing names of the members, 95mm (BHM 2351; E 1439). Small dig in margin
below bust, small carbon spot on reverse, otherwise extremely !ne; in !tted case by J. Rochelle Thomas, Granville Chambers, Orchard St

£300-£400

2102x
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Opening of the New Coal Exchange, 1849, a copper medal by B. Wyon for the Corporation of the City of London, medallion
portraits of the Queen, Prince Albert, the Prince of Wales and the Princess Royal, rev. interior of the Coal Exchange, 89mm, !an
thickness 12mm (W & E 581A.2; BHM 2357; E 1435). A few minor marks, otherwise extremely !ne, the very rare thicker "an variety

£600-£800

2103

Awarded for Tacula wood

Great Exhibition, Hyde Park, 1851, Prize Medal, a copper award by W. and L.C. Wyon, conjoined heads of Victoria and Prince
Albert left, trident and dolphins in "eld, rev. Britannia placing a wreath on kneeling "gure of Industry, attended by supporters
representing the continents, edge named (The Governor of Angola, Class IV), 77mm (Allen HP-A025; BHM 2462; E 1456). Extremely
!ne  £300-£400

2104
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Lord John Russell (1792-1878), Prime Minister of the United Kingdom 1846-52 & 1865-66

Great Exhibition, Hyde Park, 1851, For Services, a copper award medal by W. Wyon, bare head of Prince Albert left, rev.
wreath, edge named (Lord John Russell), 48mm (Allen HP-A050; BHM 2465). About extremely !ne  £300-£400

2105

A Great Exhibition Medal named to the Prime Minister, Lord John Russell

Death of the Duke of Wellington, 1852, a copper medal by G.G. Adams, bare head right, rev. mourning Britannia seated left,
pedestal to left topped by helmet and sword, 58mm (Eimer 138; BHM 2473). Good very !ne  £50-£70

2106

Death of the Duke of Wellington, 1852, a white metal medal, unsigned [by Allen & Moore], uniformed bust left within wreath,
rev. crossed !ags and funerary urn, 64mm (Eimer 137b; BHM 2474 var.). About extremely !ne  £50-£70

2107

Death of the Duke of Wellington, 1852, a white metal medal, unsigned [by Allen & Moore], 51mm (Eimer 144; BHM 2475); a
gilt white-metal medal, unsigned [bust by J.G. Hancock], 45mm (Eimer 154; BHM 2492); a white metal medal, unsigned, 41mm (Eimer
155; BHM –) [3]. Second lacquered, last with some surface corrosion, otherwise very !ne or better, second and third rare  £80-£100

2108

Death of the Duke of Wellington, 1852, white metal medals (3) by Allen & Moore, each 51mm (Eimer 143; BHM 2476) [3].
All with some minor surface corrosion, otherwise extremely !ne  £80-£100

2109

Death of the Duke of Wellington, 1852, a white metal medal by Allen & Moore, 39mm (Eimer 158; BHM 2480); a white
metal medal, unsigned, 26mm (Eimer 171; BHM 2481) [2]. About extremely !ne and better  £40-£50

2110

Death of the Duke of Wellington, 1852, a white metal medal by J. Hinks, bare head left, rev. monument surmounted by
weeping willow, 55mm (Eimer 139; BHM 2487). Extremely !ne, rare  £70-£90

2111

Death of the Duke of Wellington, 1852, a white metal medal, unsigned [by J. Hinks], bare head left, rev. plinth inscribed TO

BRITIAN’S HERO (sic) and surmounted by weeping willow, 45mm (Eimer 152; BHM 2487 var.). About extremely !ne, rare  £60-£80
2112

Death of the Duke of Wellington, 1852, a white metal medal by J. Hinks, bare head left, rev. legend within wreath, 45mm
(Eimer 150; BHM 2488). About extremely !ne, rare  £80-£100

2113
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Death of the Duke of Wellington, 1852, a copper medal by T.R. Pinches, uniformed bust left, rev. legend within wreath, 52mm
(Eimer 141; BHM 2489). Extremely !ne  £60-£80

2114

Death of the Duke of Wellington, 1852, a white metal medal, unsigned, bare head right, rev. equestrian statue, 42mm (Eimer
157; BHM 2493). Some minor marks, otherwise extremely !ne  £40-£50

2115

Death of the Duke of Wellington, 1852, a white metal medal by Pope & Co., bare head left, rev. quote from Shakespeare’s
Timon of Athens, dove, laurel and cornucopia above, wreath below, 49mm (Eimer 146; BHM –). About extremely !ne, very rare

£80-£100

2116

Obsequies for the Duke of Wellington, 1852, a white metal medal by J. Davis, bust left on plinth, crossed !ags and arms
behind, rev. interior of St Paul’s Cathedral, 61mm (Eimer 179; BHM 2498). A few corrosion spots, otherwise about extremely !ne, rare

£50-£70

2117

London Horticultural Society, Banksian Medal, a silver award by W. Wyon, rev. named (Mr Bucktrout, for Muscat Grapes, 11th
June 1853), 38mm, 25.16g (E 1138); Royal Cornwall Polytechnic Society, a silver prize medal by W. Wyon, edge named
(Herman U. Broad, for study “The Cornish Coast” 1887), 45mm, 38.32g (E 1272) [2]. First cleaned, very !ne, second about extremely
!ne  £80-£100

2118

Opening of the Crystal Palace, Sydenham, 1854, a white metal medal by Pinches, standing muse opening doors to the
Crystal Palace, !anked by lamb and Corinthian helmet, rev. view of the exhibition buildings, 42mm (Allen SY-1854/080; BHM 2549; E
1487b). Minor marks in reverse !elds, otherwise extremely !ne  £200-£260

2119x
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Visit of Napoleon III to London, 1855, a copper medal by B. Wyon for the Corporation of the City of London, conjoined
busts of Napoleon III and Eugenie facing three-quarters left, rev. Britannia introduces France to Londinia, 76mm (W & E 703A.1; BHM
2561; E 1496). About extremely !ne  £150-£180

2120

Visit of Napoleon III to London, 1855, a copper medal by B. Wyon for the Corporation of the City of London, 76mm (BHM
2561); Visit of Victor Emanuel II to London, 1855, a copper medal by B. Wyon for the Corporation of the City of London,
76mm (BHM 2567) [2]. Both brightly cleaned otherwise about extremely !ne  £80-£100

2121

Reception of Victor Emanuel II of Sardinia at the Guildhall, 1855, a copper medal by B. Wyon for the Corporation of
the City of London, bare head left, rev. Britannia and Londinia greet Sardinia, 76mm (W & E 717A.1; BHM 2567; E 1499). Cleaned,
some marks in !elds, otherwise good very !ne  £80-£100

2122

Bath and West of England Society, a copper medal by J. Milton, bust of the Duke of Bedford right, rev. Britannia seated right,
awarding laurels to man with cow and youth with sheep, wreath around, edge named (Awarded to Messrs Dray & Co. at Yeovil
Meeting, 1856, for a Churn), 59mm (BHM 547 [not recorded in copper]). Some minor marks, otherwise about extremely !ne £50-£70

2123
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Gothic House, Clapham, London, a silver award medal by T.W. Ingram, Mercury seated, crowning a student, rev. named
(Gothic House, Clapham Rise, London, German French and Classical Protestant College, Prize for invariably good conduct Merited by
Mr Edwin Spence, and conferred on him as a mark of esteem & approbation by his Sincere Friend The Director, Christmas A.D.
1856), 44mm. Some surface marks and rim nicks, otherwise very !ne, rare  £120-£150

2124

Bill for Jewish Disabilities, 1858, a white metal medal by Allen & Moore, bare head of Lord John Russell right, rev. Virgin Mary
seated facing, holding two infants, seated female !gures to left and right, 32mm (BHM 2637; E 1426). About extremely !ne, very rare

£60-£80

2125

Centenary of the Death of Handel, 1859, a copper medal by W.J. Taylor, 51mm (BHM 2656); NRA Ri!e Clubs, 1860, a
bronze medal, 41 x 28mm; Victoria, Diamond Jubilee, 1897, a silver medal by G.W. de Saulles, 55mm (BHM 3506);
Tunbridge Wells School of Music, a bronze prize medal by Spink & Son, rev. named (Margery Alchin, Singing, 1911), 45mm;
National Emergency, 1926, a bronze medal by E. Gillick, 51mm (BHM 4210) [5]. Varied state, four cased  £100-£150

2126

Duke of Devonshire, Chancellor of Cambridge University, 1862, silver, bronze, and white metal medals, unsigned, each
44mm (BHM 2713; E 1559) [3]. Extremely !ne; !rst in silver rim [lacking original glazed lunettes]  £100-£150

2127

Provenance: E.W. Danson Collection; DNW Auction 122, 2 April 2014, lot 795

Marriage of the Prince of Wales and Princess Alexandra, 1863, a bronze medal by L.C. Wyon for Hunt & Roskell, 33mm
(BHM 2771); 21st Anniversary of the Volunteer Movement, 1881, a bronze medal by N. Macphail [after N. Paton], 63mm
(BHM 3104; E 1682); Victoria, Diamond Jubilee, 1897, a bronze medal by G.W. de Saulles, 56mm (BHM 3506; E 1817a);
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, a bronze medal by G. Frampton, 52mm (BHM 3767; E 1872a); Battle of Jutland, 1916, a
white metal medal by Spink & Son, 45mm (BHM 4124; E 1951a) [5]. Varied state; last two cased  £100-£150
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Entry of Princess Alexandra into the City of London, 1863, a copper medal by J.S. & A.B. Wyon, bare head left, rev.
Londinia welcoming the Prince of Wales and Princess Alexandra, 77mm (W & E 901A.1; BHM 2783; E 1561). Extremely !ne

£240-£300

2129

City of Edinburgh & Midlothian Ri!e Association, Caledonian Challenge Shield (Est. 1863), a copper award medal, unsigned
[by Kirkwood], 37mm (Brodie 488; cf. DNW 135, 1339); Sir Winston Churchill Memorial, 1967, a light bronze medal by G.
Colley for Slade Hampton, 65mm (Engstrom 74); The Royal Opera House, a silver Long Service medal, unsigned, un-named,
57mm (cf. DNW 160, 1162); The Commonwealth Shooting Federation, European Division, Championship, a plated medal,
un-named, 57mm; PORTUGAL, Asas de Portugal [Wings of Portugal], a bronze medal, unsigned, for Medaglia, 80mm; other
base metal medals (2) [7]. Those described extremely !ne; !fth in blue case of issue  £50-£70

2130

Marriage of Princess Helena and Prince Christian of Schleswig-Holstein, 1866, a bronze medal by J.S. & A.B. Wyon,
conjoined heads left, rev. arms of Helena and Christian, crown and date above, all within ornate hexafoil, 64mm (W & E 1035A.1;
BHM 2859; E 1583a). About extremely !ne  £100-£120

2131

Christ’s Hospital, Marker’s Medal, a silver award by L. Pingo, crowned bust of Edward VI right, rev. open bible, edge named
(Augustus L. Francis 1866), 35mm, 17.15g (Eimer Pingo 66; E 29). Fields brushed, otherwise extremely !ne; in !tted case  £60-£80
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Waterlow & Sons, 1871, a white metal medal by W. Boorn & T. Brittain, 76mm; Turner’s Company of London, a bronze
prize medal, unsigned, rev. named (Robert W. Cotton, 1873), 73mm; Royal Mining, Engineering & Industrial Exhibition,
Newcastle, 1887, a bronze medal by Reid & Sons, edge named (Henry Walker & Son), 51mm (BHM 3343) [3]. Good very !ne or
better; last cased  £80-£100

2133

Visit of the Shah of Persia to the City of London, 1873, a bronze medal by A.B. Wyon for the Corporation of the City of
London, bust of Nasir al-din three-quarters left, rev. Londinia standing between shields of London and Persia, St Paul’s and Tower
behind, 77mm (W & E 1202A.1; BHM 2951; E 1623). Extremely !ne  £600-£800

2134

International Exhibition, London, 1873, a white metal medal by G. Morgan after J. Gamble, edge named (Rosser & Russell,
Catalogue No 4731), 70mm (BHM 2964); Battle of Jutland, 1916, a white metal medal by Spink & Son, 45mm (BHM 4124);
British Empire Exhibition, 1925, a bronze medal by B. Mackennal & P. Metcalfe, 51mm (BHM 4203); Society of Miniature
Ri!e Clubs, The Bell Medal, a bronze award, unsigned and undated, 38mm [4]. Very !ne or better, last two cleaned; !rst and third
cased [!rst case damaged]  £60-£80

2135

The Rowing Club can be identi!ed from its initials due to a newspaper article from August 1874 naming Lord as Stroke in the Maiden Fours race at
the Agecroft Regatta in Salford.

Rochdale, Littleborough, Hollingworth Lake Rowing Club, a silver award medal, unsigned, rower standing facing holding
oar with ornate wreath border, rev. named (July 26th 1873 Challenge Fours W. Lord [Stroke]), 41 x 31mm. Good very !ne and very
rare  £100-£120

2136

University College London, a silver prize medal, rev. named (S.R. Corder, Materia Medica, 1873-4), 38mm, 28.69g; Licensed
Victuallers’ School, Kennington, a silver prize medal, obv. named (Mary A. Vivian, Aged 14 1/2 years, Christmas 1876), 50mm,
21.95g [2]. First extremely !ne and toned, second lightly polished otherwise very !ne, with loop for suspension  £80-£100

2137

Provenance: Second Baldwin Auction 81, 10 May 2013, lot 3246

A collection of school attendance medals, 1873-1914, in silver (2), bronze (18), and white metal (31), various issuers [51]. Varied
state, an interesting group; housed in an album  £300-£400
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John Russell, 1st Earl Russell (1792-1878), Prime Minister of the United Kingdom 1846-52 & 1865-66

International Exhibition of all Fine Arts Industries and Inventions, London, 1874, a bronze medal by G.T. Morgan
after J.E. Boehm, bare head of the Prince of Wales left, rev. façade of buildings, edge named (The Earl Russell, K.G., For Services),
51mm (BHM 2992; E 1633). Extremely !ne  £100-£120

2139

Sir Sta!ord Northcote, 1st Earl of Iddesleigh, GVB, PC, FRS (1818-87); b London; educ. Eton and Balliol College, Oxford; private secretary to W.
E. Gladstone at the Board of Trade, 1843; Conservative MP for Dudley 1855-7, Stamford 1858-66 and North Devon, 1866-85; Financial Secretary to
the Treasury, 1859; President of the Board of Trade, 1866; Secretary of State for India, 1867; Governor of the Hudson’s Bay Co, 1870-1; Chancellor
of the Exchequer 1874; elevated to the House of Lords, 1885; died suddenly at 10 Downing Street, 12 January 1887

International Exhibition of all Fine Arts Industries and Inventions, 1874, a bronze medal by G.T. Morgan, bust of
Prince of Wales left, rev. Albert Hall, named (The Right Hon. Sir Sta!ord H. Northcote, Bart, C.B., M.P., for Services), 52mm (BHM
2992; E 1633). Reverse edge knock at 5 o’clock, otherwise virtually as struck; in original maroon case of issue by G.T. Morgan, 144
Finboro’ Rd, London  £70-£90

2140

Royal Asylum, a silver medal, rev. named (Reginald W.K. Edwards, June 1877), 45mm, 48.44g; Freemasonry, Peace, 1919, a
silver medal, signed E.Ck.P., 58 x 41mm, 36.08g [2]. First good very !ne and toned, second very !ne with loop and ring for suspension

£80-£100

2141

Worshipful Company of Carpenters, a silver award medal by J. Milton, arms in wreath, rev. legend in wreath, named (George
Edwin Crisp, 1st October 1878), 47mm (Stainton 47; cf. DNW M4, 117). Very !ne; with clip, ring, original ribbon and suspender clasp

 £70-£90

2142

Whitworth Scholarships, 1868, a bronze award medal by E.J. Poynter and A. Wyon, bust left, rev. Whitworth’s measuring
device, edge named (Arthur L. Jones 1880), 57mm (BHM 2899; E 1599). Extremely !ne, cased  £30-£40

2143

Royal Review of Scottish Volunteers, 1881, a bronze medal by D.O. Smith, crowned bust of Victoria left, rev. three
volunteers standing with "eld gun, wreath around, 45mm (W & E 1381A.2; BHM 3101; E –). Some minor marks, otherwise extremely
!ne, rare; in !tted case  £60-£80
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21st Anniversary of the Volunteer Movement, 1881, a silver medal by N. Macphail (after N. Paton), crowned and veiled
bust of Victoria facing, rev. St Michael standing facing, woman and children to left, three armed knights to right, edge named (Captain
Samuel Camblen, 1st Vol. Bde S.D.R.A Enrolled 24-2-68), 63mm (W & E 1378A.4; BHM 3104; E 1682). Polished, otherwise good very
!ne  £100-£120

2145

21st Anniversary of the Volunteer Movement, 1881, a bronze medal by N. Macphail (after N. Paton), similar, 63mm (W &
E 1378A.3; BHM 3104; E 1682). Extremely !ne  £100-£120
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One illustrated

Visit of Queen Victoria to Epping Forest and Dedication, 1882, bronze medals by C. Wiener for the Corporation of the
City of London (2), crowned bust left, revs. Londinia standing opposite a seated Queen, view of pathway into the forest behind,
75mm (W & E 1400.1; BHM 3128; E 1689) [2]. Extremely !ne; in gilt-blocked case of issue  £400-£600

2147

University of St Andrews, Tullis Medal, 1882-3, a hollow oval engraved silver award by J. Marr, St Andrew’s Cross, rev. named
(Awarded to Alexander Cleland, 2nd Class of Mathematics, P.R. Scott Lang M.A., Professor), 55 x 46mm. Very !ne  £60-£80

2148

Prince Albert Victor Receives the Freedom of the City of London, 1885, a bronze medal by G.G. Adams for the
Corporation of the City of London, bare head right within wreath, rev. Prince and Princess of Wales watch Prince Albert receive the
Freedom from the Lord Chamberlain, 77mm (W & E 1500A.1; BHM 3182; E 1717). Some contact marks, carbon spot on reverse,
otherwise about extremely !ne  £100-£120
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Victoria, Golden Jubilee, 1887, a bronze medal by L.C. Wyon after Sir J.E. Boehm and Sir F. Leighton, crowned bust left, rev.
enthroned !gure of Empire surrounded by standing !gures representing Science, Letters, Art, etc, Mercury and Time below, 77mm
(W & E 2000A.1; BHM 3219; E 1733b). A few minor marks, otherwise extremely !ne; in case of issue  £200-£260

2150

Victoria, Golden Jubilee, 1887, a bronze medal by L.C. Wyon after Sir J.E. Boehm and Sir F. Leighton, similar, 77mm (W & E
2000A.1; BHM 3219; E 1733b). Extremely !ne; in case of issue  £200-£260
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Victoria, Golden Jubilee, 1887, a bronze medal by L.C. Wyon after Sir J.E. Boehm and Sir F. Leighton, similar, 77mm (W & E
2000A.1; BHM 3219; E 1733b). Extremely !ne; in case of issue £200-£260

2152

Victoria, Golden Jubilee, 1887, a bronze medal by L.C. Wyon after Sir J.E. Boehm and Sir F. Leighton, similar, 77mm (W & E
2000A.1; BHM 3219; E 1733b). Cleaned at one time and now re-toned, otherwise extremely !ne; in case of issue  £150-£180

2153

Victoria, Golden Jubilee, 1887, a bronze medal by Heaton, 39mm (BHM 3249); Victoria, Diamond Jubilee, 1897, a bronze
medal by G.W. de Saulles, 56mm (BHM 3506; E 1817a); a bronze medal by Heaton, 39mm (BHM 3549); Edward VII,
Coronation, 1902, a bronze medal by G. Frampton, 52mm (BHM 3767; E 1872a) [4]. About extremely !ne or better; all cased

£100-£150

2154

Victoria, Golden Jubilee, 1887, a bronze medal by A. Kirkwood, crowned and veiled bust three-quarters left, rev. Athena
standing, holding spear and shield, Jason kneeling at right, galley behind, edge named (Amelia M.D. Galloway, Standard V, High Public
School Inverness), 51mm (W & E 2226A.1; BHM 3254; E –). About extremely !ne  £40-£50

2155

Victoria, Golden Jubilee, 1887, Isle of Man, Douglas and Peel, William Callister, a white metal medal, unsigned, crowned and
veiled bust three-quarters left, rev. legend, edge plain, 30mm (W & E 2740B.1; Quarmby 174; Mackay –; cf. Cain 2803). Pierced as
issued, obverse about very !ne, reverse better than very !ne but lightly lacquered, extremely rare, very few specimens known  £150-£180

2156

Provenance: H.F. Guard Collection, Spink Auction 182, 29 June 2006, lot 534; DNW Auction 132, 15-18 September 2015, lot 407

Victoria, Golden Jubilee, 1887, Isle of Man, Peel, Brown’s Drapery, a white metal medal, unsigned, crowned and veiled bust
three-quarters left, rev. legend, edge plain, 30mm (W & E –; Quarmby –; Mackay –). Pierced as issued, minor scuffing in obverse !eld,
otherwise extremely !ne and extremely rare; only !ve specimens known  £200-£260

2157

Provenance: Arthur Brown, by family descent; R. Cain Collection, Spink Auction 145, 12-14 July 2000, lot 2803 (part) [acquired November 1989];
DNW Auction 132, 15-18 September 2015, lot 409
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Victoria, Golden Jubilee, 1887, Calcutta, a bronze medal, unsigned, 34mm (Pudd. 887.1.1); Society of Arts, Manufactures
and Commerce, 1901, a bronze medal by E. Fuchs & L.C. Wyon, edge named (Walter N. Halligan Jolly, Intermediate Examinations
1906, Bookkeeping), 55mm (BHM 3714); George V, Coronation, 1911, a gilt-brass medal, unisgned [by Vaughton], 32mm (W &
E 5243O.2); City of London School (Est. 1834), a silver prize medal by B. Wyon, a 20th century striking, un-named, 58mm (BHM
1680); Cambridge University, a silver medal by Munsey, undated, 51mm [5]. Very !ne or better, !rst and last cleaned £100-£150

2158

Wellington College, 1887, House Athletics Challenge Cup, a prize medal consisting of two silver plates set in an ornate frame,
named (Honble H D O’G Gibson), 75 x 55mm; Talbot Medal, a silvered-bronze award by Pinches, un-named, 56mm [2]. First very
!ne with loop and ring for suspension, second with minor discolouration otherwise about extremely !ne, in !tted case  £60-£80

2159

St Stephen’s School, Westminster, 1888, a silver attendance medal by Jones & Co, edge named (Kate Young), 37mm;
Burdett Coutts & Townshend School, Westminster, 1935, a silver conduct and attendance medal, edge named (John
Corcoran), 31mm [2]. About extremely !ne and better; each with loop and ring for suspension  £50-£70

2160

Naval Review at Spithead, 1889, a bronze medal by Lauer, uniformed bust of Wilhelm II three-quarters left, rev. the British !eet,
bust of Victoria in medallion above, 60mm (W & E 1610A.2; BHM 3368; E 1750). About extremely !ne  £80-£100

2161

Visit of Emperor Wilhelm II to the City of London, 1891, a bronze medal by Elkington & Co. for the Corporation of the
City of London, conjoined busts of the Emperor and Empress three-quarters right, rev. Germania seated to left, Britannia standing to
right, each !anked by shield of arms, 80mm (W & E 1668A.1; BHM 3412; E 1768). Good extremely !ne  £300-£400

2162

Visit of Emperor Wilhelm II to the City of London, 1891, a bronze medal by Elkington & Co. for the Corporation of the
City of London, similar, 80mm (W & E 1668A.1; BHM 3412; E 1768). Lightly cleaned, otherwise extremely !ne  £150-£180

2163

German Exhibition, London, 1891, a copper medal by W. Mayer, uniformed bust of Wilhelm II left, rev. view of the Exhibition
building, 70mm (BHM 3423; E –; BDM III, 643). Lightly cleaned, some minor marks, otherwise extremely !ne, scarce  £60-£80

2164
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Visit of the Duke and Duchess of York to the City of London, 1893, a bronze medal by G.G. Adams for the
Corporation of the City of London, conjoined busts left, rev. Duke and Duchess in biga driven by Cupid, being presented with a
cornucopia by Londinia, 76mm (W & E 1763A.1; BHM 3452; E 1780). Light scratches in obverse !elds, otherwise good very !ne

£60-£80

2165

Visit of Christian IX and Louise of Denmark to the City of London, 1893, a light bronze medal by F. Bowcher for the
Corporation of the City of London, conjoined busts right, rev. Londinia seated, façade of the Guildhall behind, struck at the Paris Mint,
75mm (W & E 1766A.1; BHM 3454; E 1783). Carbon spot on obverse, otherwise good very !ne  £100-£120

2166

Cornwall Fisheries Exhibition, Truro, 1893, a silver medal, unsigned, 51mm (cf. Baldwin 93, 508); Royal Cornwall
Agricultural Association, a silver award medal by T. Ottley, named (Awarded to Wm. Brenton for New Model Mower, 1896),
47mm (cf. DNW 194, 1378) [2]. First extremely !ne, second very !ne  £90-£120

2167

Victoria, Diamond Jubilee, 1897, a bronze medal, unsigned, for St Saviour’s Church, Pimlico, 78mm (W & E 3760G.2; BHM
3582); ITALY, Nicolò Paganini, 1831, a copper medal by A. Bovy, 54mm (Niggl 1553; Wurzb. 7052); SPAIN, Exposición de
Mineria, 1883, a bronze medal by G. Sellan, 71mm (Müseler 65/16; BDM VIII, 204) [3]. Second very !ne, others about extremely !ne

 £60-£80

2168

Strathearn Agricultural Society, Crie! Show, 1899, a silver prize medal by John Swan & Sons Ltd, for Polled Angus Bull, rev.
named (W.S. Ferguson Esq, Pictstonhill), 73 x 51mm, 58.08g. Good very !ne; with loop and ring for suspension  £80-£100

2169
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City of London Imperial Volunteers, 1900, a bronze medal by Sir George Frampton for the Corporation of the City of
London, Volunteer standing before seated Londinia, rev. !agpole on mound surrounded by ring of trees, radiant sun behind, 76mm
(BHM 3684; E 1848). Extremely !ne  £100-£120

2170

City of London Imperial Volunteers, 1900, a bronze medal by Sir George Frampton for the Corporation of the City of
London, similar, 76mm (BHM 3684; E 1848). Extremely !ne  £100-£120

2171

City of London Imperial Volunteers, 1900, a bronze medal by Sir George Frampton for the Corporation of the City of
London, similar, 76mm (BHM 3684; E 1848). About extremely !ne  £80-£100

2172

First Surrey Ri!e Volunteers, a silver medal by J.S. Wyon, arms, rev. wreath, named (Recruits Series, First Prize, 1901, Won By
Private N. Ireland, F Compy), 43mm. Extremely !ne and attractively toned; in !tted case by Arthur Punt, Silversmith, 81 Victoria St,
Westminster  £80-£100

2173

Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, a bronze medal by G.W. de Saulles, crowned bust right, rev. crowned bust of Alexandra right,
56mm (W & E 4100A.3a; BHM 3737; E 1871a). Extremely !ne; in case of issue  £60-£80

2174

School of Music, Glasgow Athenæum, a silver prize medal by M. Haseroth, bust of Carl Bechstein left, rev. named (Kate Friskin,
1905-06), 39mm, 25.73g. Tiny edge knock, otherwise about extremely !ne  £150-£180

2175x

London Kennel Association

The Poodle Club, a bronze award medal, unsigned, two di"erent breeds of poodle standing vis-à-vis in mountainous landscape,
rev. wreath, engraved (Won by Japan, L.K.A. 1908), 57mm (cf. DNW 62, 1407). Extremely !ne, sharp rims  £50-£70

2176
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Brewood & District Agricultural Society, a silver prize medal by Ottley, rev. named (Mr F.H. Burgess [Sta!ord], for best
collection of Agricultural Implements, August 1909), 53mm, 65.75g; others (2), similar, 1920, 1921, un-named, each 53mm, 60.21g,
66.38g [3]. All lightly polished with some minor scratches and scrapes, otherwise good very !ne or better  £100-£150

2177

George V, Coronation, 1911, Worcestershire, a bronze medal by A. Halliday for Elkington, conjoined busts of George and Mary
left, rev. COMITATUS WIGORNIENSIS, pear tree, 64mm (W & E 5075N.1; BHM 4042; E 1923). Good extremely !ne, rare; in case of issue

 £60-£80

2178

Royal Lancashire Agricultural Society, a silver prize medal by Elkington, edge named (Awarded to John Jarvis & Sons Ltd.
Parade of Cart Horses. Liverpool Show. 1914), 48mm; together with other silver agricultural prize medals (2) [3]. First extremely !ne
and toned, in !tted case, others about extremely !ne or better  £100-£150

2179

Royal Humane Society, a silver Lifesaving medal by Elkington, obv. exergue engraved (Royal Merchant Seaman’s Orphanage
1934), edge named (Norman Minto Hall), 51mm; Royal Merchant Seamen’s Orphanage, a silver prize medal for Swimming
by Vaughton, edge named (Norman Minto Hall 1934), 51mm [2]. First lightly cleaned, otherwise extremely !ne or better; both in
original !tted cases  £80-£100

2180

Freemasonry, Port of Hercules Lodge (No 4626), a silver and enamel badge by Spencer, London, named (Presented to W.
Bro: H.W. Mills P.M., in recognition of his Services as W.M., 1935-1936), hallmarked Birmingham 1935, 118 x 44mm; George V,
Silver Jubilee, 1935, Isle of Man, a plated brass medal, unsigned, 33mm (W & E 5698C.1); George VI, Coronation, 1937, Isle of
Man, a plated brass medal by Vaughton, 33mm (W & E 7370D.3); Elizabeth II, Coronation, 1953, Isle of Man, a white metal
medal, unsigned, 33mm (W & E 8025E); together with a silver coronation medalet of Edward VII, and a Goole Co-op milk check [6].
First with minor damage to enamel otherwise good very !ne, others very !ne or better but one with some surface corrosion  £60-£80

2181

Edward VIII, Abdication, 1936, black bakelite medals (2) by Clang Ltd, the abdication speech below a Twopence-Halfpenny and
a Twopenny stamp inset in rectangular space, rev. speech continues, both 114mm (Giordano CM343a; BHM 4272) [2]. Usual double
piercings, extremely !ne, an attractive pair  £150-£200

2182

Death of Winston Churchill, 1965, a gold medal by F. Kovacs for Spink & Son, bust facing, rev. soldier standing on shore with
arm raised, aircraft in clouds above, edge stamped ‘723’, 38mm, 22ct, 48.56g (E 2104b). Some faint marks, otherwise about as struck;
in case of issue  £2,000-£2,600

2183

No 584 of 2500 issued

Winston Churchill, a silver plate by P. Annigoni for the Heritage Club, facing head, three Vs around, 255mm, 414g. Cleaned,
otherwise good very !ne; in case of issue  £150-£180

2184

Investiture of the Prince of Wales, 1969, a silver medal by M. Rizzello, 45mm (E 2116b); Bristol, 600th Anniversary,
1973, a silver medal, unsigned, 39mm; Mint Directors Conference, 1990, a bronze medal by J. Lobban, 63mm (E 2169) [3].
Extremely !ne or better; all in cases of issue  £50-£70

2185

Winston Churchill, Centenary, 1974, a set of 12 gilt-silver ingots and one gilt-silver medal by the Pobjoy Mint, the ingots each
50 x 27mm, the medal 38mm [13]. As struck; in wooden presentation box  £200-£300

2186

Winston Churchill, Centenary, 1974, a set of four silver medals by R. Norris for Toye, Kenning & Spencer Ltd, each stamped
‘230’ on edge, 45mm [4]. About as struck; in case of issue  £40-£50

2187

Winston Churchill, Centenary, 1974, a set of 24 silver-plated silver medals by Pinches [24]. As struck; contained in !tted album
of issue  £90-£120

2188
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The Poodle Club, a bronze award medal, unsigned, two di!erent breeds of poodle standing vis-à-vis in mountainous landscape,
rev. wreath, engraved (Won by ‘Kingsmead Pride’), 57mm. Extremely !ne  £60-£80

2189

Provenance: J. Spencer Collection, DNW Auction 62, 30 June 2004, lot 1407

Glasgow, School of Art and Haldane Academy, Haldane Trustees Medal, a bronze award by N. Macphail, bare head of
James Haldane left, rev. Minerva seated, owl at her feet, edge named (W.S. Kershaw, 15A), 60mm (D & W 230/211). Scratched in
reverse !eld, otherwise extremely !ne  £80-£100

2190

Provenance: N.G. Brodie Collection, DNW Auction 41, 3 June 1999, lot 719; J. Spencer Collection, DNW Auction 66, 6 July 2005, lot 1108 (part)

Dublin Metropolitan Regatta, The King’s Cup, a gold medal, unsigned and undated, view of the regatta within central circle,
legends on scrolls above and below, rev. wreath, named (D.U.B.C., M.M. Stevenson [6]), 32mm, 16ct, 16.47g. Good very !ne; with
suspension loop  £500-£700

2191

Assorted badges, mostly relating to Medicine, in silver (4), base metal (6), all but one enamelled, three named [10]. Very !ne or better
 £60-£80

2192

Assorted badges, mostly relating to Medicine, in silver (1), base metal (9), all enamelled [10]. Varied state  £50-£702193

Miscellaneous British and World medals, medalets, tokens, checks, etc (70), mostly base metal [70]. Varied state  £60-£802194

Assorted modern medals in silver (1) and base metal (13); together a few coins and older medals [Lot]. Varied state; many as struck
£100-£150

2195
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Death of the Duke of York, 1827, a gold medal by B. Pistrucci, bare head right, rev. legend and date in six lines, 8mm (BHM
1284). About extremely !ne, very rare [slabbed PCGS SP 61]  £300-£400

2196

George Baillie-Hamilton-Arden, 11th Earl of Haddington, KT (1827-1917), Scottish landowner and representative peer

Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland, a gold award medal, unsigned, seated female placing wreaths on heads of
two standing male !gures, rev. wreath, named (The Right Hon. the Earl of Haddington, for Sow, Dumfries Show, 1886), 30mm,
17.82g. Extremely !ne [slabbed NGC MS 64]  £1,000-£1,200

2197

Provenance: A Small Collection of Agricultural Medals, DNW Auction 187, 2 February 2021, lot 635

University College London, a gold prize medal, unsigned, Minerva seated left, holding scroll and wreath, rev. wreath, named (E.R.
C. Earle, Midwifery, 1888-9), 38mm, 29.45g. Some marks in !elds, otherwise about extremely !ne [slabbed NGC MS 60]; sold with
modern !tted case  £1,500-£1,800

2198

National Exhibition & Market, Brewing & Allied Trades, a gold prize medal by T. & J. Bragg Ltd, female !gure standing
right, pouring liquid from a jug into a goblet, rev. wreath, named (1902 Ginger Ale Competition, Home Brewery Co. Ltd, Daybrook,
1st Prize), hallmarked Birmingham 1902, 43mm, 9ct, 38.71g. Extremely !ne [slabbed PCGS SP 64]; sold with !tted case by Sulley &
Ranger, 28 Poultry, London  £1,000-£1,200

2199
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The edge inscription is not visible in the slab but according to the label the medal was awarded to James Cotter Roger Fitzgerald-Lombard.
James Cotter Roger Fitzgerald-Lombard (1905-81) educated at Cheltenham College, the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich and Clare
College, Cambridge; awarded the Armstrong Memorial Prize Medal in 1924; commissioned a 2nd Lieutenant in the Royal Engineers in 1925 and
promoted to Lieutenant in 1927 and Captain in 1936; served in India, 1936-37; was Sta! Captain, China, 1937-39; Sta! Captain, Hong Kong, 1939;
during the war he served in France 1939-40, Iceland 1940-41, France and Belgium 1944

Royal Military Academy, Woolwich, King’s Medal, a gold award by B. Mackennal, uniformed bust of George V left, rev. legend,
laurel and oak branches below, edge named, 45mm, 57.23g (BHM 4000). Lightly brushed, otherwise extremely !ne [slabbed PCGS SP
62]; sold with original !tted case  £2,600-£3,000

2200

Colonel H.B. Stokes, CBE, MBE, Royal Inniskilling Fusiliers (b. 1894), was seriously wounded by shell"re on the Somme in 1916 and was
fortunate to survive the sinking of the Lancastria o! St Nazaire in 1940.

Wellington College, King’s Medal, a gold award by B. Mackennal, uniformed bust of George V left, rev. legend, edge named
(Herbert Bland Stokes, 1912), 44mm, 57.88g (BHM 4009). Lightly brushed, otherwise extremely !ne [slabbed NGC MS 62]; sold with
original !tted case  £2,600-£3,000

2201

Provenance: DNW Auction, 19 May 2021, lot 562

Abercrombie Anstruther Lawson (1870-1927), foundation professor of botany at the University of Sydney (1913-27)

Royal Society of Edinburgh, [1916-18], Makdougall Brisbane Medal, a gold award by C.F. Carter, bare head left, rev. wreath,
named (A. Anstruther Lawson), 45mm, 92.02g (BHM 2664). Extremely !ne, rare [slabbed NGC PF 62 Ultra Cameo]  £4,000-£5,000
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Dumbarton Burgh Academy, [1928], Overtoun Medal for Classics, a gold award, bust of Lord Overtoun facing three-quarters
left, rev. school arms, motto on scroll below, edge named (David Walker), 39mm, hallmarked Birmingham 1927, 15ct, 27.55g.
Extremely !ne [slabbed PCGS SP 63]; with !tted case by J. Dunlop, 153 High Street, Dumbarton  £1,500-£1,800

2203

North East Coast Institution of Engineers & Shipbuilders, Engineering Medal, a gold award, unsigned, seated female !gure
placing wreath on head of kneeling youth, steamship and lighthouse in background, rev. named (J. Denholm Young, for a paper
entitled “Losses of E"ciency in Steamship Operation” read on the 15th November 1928), 43mm, 15ct, 32.10g. About extremely !ne
[slabbed NGC MS 62 PL]  £800-£1,000

2204

Institute of the Motor Trade, Lord Wake!eld of Hythe Gold Medal, a gold award by Vaughton, monogram, rev. named
(Awarded to F.G. Fisher M.I.M.T., 1932), hallmarked Birmingham 1931, 32mm, 18ct, 25.66g. About extremely !ne [slabbed NGC MS
62]  £1,000-£1,200

2205

BELGIUM, Royal Horticultural & Agricultural Society, Antwerp, a gold medal by J. Baetes, undated, crowned arms of
Antwerp, rev. legend, crossed laurel branches below, 35mm, 13.64g. Some marks on edge, otherwise about extremely !ne [slabbed
PCGS SP 61]  £500-£700

2206
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FRANCE, Comice Agricole de l’Arrondissement de Chalons (Marne), 1821, a gold medal by A. Depaulis, bare head of
Louis XVIII right, rev. named (Mr Durant Jean à Chalons), 35mm, 32.83g. Lightly brushed, otherwise extremely !ne [slabbed NGC MS
62]  £2,000-£2,600

2207

FRANCE, Société d’Agriculture, Histoire Naturelle et Arts Utiles de Lyon, 1821, a gold prize medal by Lillart, bust of
Jean-François Rozier left, rev. plough, edge named (M. Monterrad Gilbert, 1822), 34mm, 27.93g (BDM III, 437). Extremely !ne
[slabbed PCGS SP 62]  £1,000-£1,200

2208

Provenance: Elsen Auction 85 (Brussels), 10 September 2005, lot 2212

FRANCE, Société Academique d’Architecture de Lyon, a gold medal by J. Dantzell, dated 1842 [struck after 1880], bare
head of Philibert Delorme left, rev. lion, 31mm, 24.48g (BDM I, 506). About extremely !ne [slabbed NGC MS 62]  £1,200-£1,500

2209

FRANCE, Commission des Auteurs Dramatiques, an octagonal gold jeton by J. Domard, lyre, named around (E. 1848, Du
Peuty, S. 1851), rev. wreath, 31mm, 20.82g. Some surface marks, otherwise extremely !ne [slabbed PCGS SP 60]  £1,500-£1,800

2210

FRANCE, Comice Agricole du Département de la Marne, a gold medal by Dubois, head of Ceres right, rev. named (M.
Lamairesse Petit, à St Martin ste pré, Exploitation modèle, 1851), 35mm, 27.91g. Lightly brushed, otherwise extremely !ne [slabbed
NGC MS 63]  £1,200-£1,500

2211
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FRANCE, Concours National Agricole, Versailles, 1852, a gold prize medal by A. Caqué, bare head of Louis Napoleon left,
rev. wreath, 37mm, 29.55g. Lightly brushed, otherwise extremely !ne [slabbed NGC MS 62]  £1,200-£1,500

2212

FRANCE, Concours Général & National d’Agriculture, Paris, 1860, a gold prize medal by A. Caqué, bare head of
Napoleon III left, rev. wreath, named (1r Priz, Vte E.M. de Tascher), 34mm, 24.85g. Surface marks in centre of reverse, otherwise
extremely !ne [slabbed PCGS SP 62]  £1,000-£1,200

2213

FRANCE, Conseil des Domaines de Mr le Duc d’Aumale, a gold jeton by A. Barre, undated [struck 1860-79], crowned
monogram, rev. legend, 25mm. Good extremely !ne [slabbed PCGS SP 64]  £800-£1,000

2214

FRANCE, Comice Agricole de l’Arrondissement de Marmande, a gold medal by J. Lagrange, undated [struck 1860-79],
male !gure walking right, sowing seeds, rev. wreath, 28mm, 13.93g. Extremely !ne [slabbed PCGS SP 63]  £600-£800

2215

FRANCE, Concours Agricole Régnal, Dijon, 1863, a gold prize medal by A. Caqué, laureate head of Napoleon III left, rev.
wreath, un-named, 34mm, 24.55g. Extremely !ne [slabbed PCGS SP 62]  £1,000-£1,200

2216
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FRANCE, Concours Agricole Régal, Tours, 1864, a gold prize medal by A. Barre, laureate head of Napoleon III right, rev.
wreath, named (A. de Chabaud-la-Tour), 34mm, 25.25g. Some minor marks, otherwise extremely !ne [slabbed PCGS SP 62]

£1,000-£1,200

2217

FRANCE, La Société Dunkerquoise pour l’Encouragement des Sciences des Lettres & des Arts, a gold medal by
A. Lecomte, artistic and scienti!c implements, arms of Dunkirk above, rev. named (M.J. de Ridder, Concours Scienti!que, 1867),
41mm, 53.63g. About extremely !ne [slabbed NGC MS 62]  £2,000-£2,600

2218

FRANCE, Comice Agricole de Précy-sous-Thil, 1868, a gold prize medal by A. Barre, laureate head of Napoleon III right,
rev. legend, un-named, 34mm, 23.61g. Some marks in centre of reverse, otherwise extremely !ne [slabbed PCGS SP 61] £1,000-£1,200

2219

FRANCE, Concours Agricole Régal, Moulins, 1869, a gold prize medal by A. Barre, laureate head of Napoleon III right, rev.
wreath, 34mm, 25.66g. Extremely !ne [slabbed PCGS SP 63]  £1,000-£1,200

2220
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FRANCE, Concours Agricole Régnal, Dijon, 1879, a gold prize medal by A. Barre, diademed head of Ceres right, rev. wreath,
un-named, 34mm, 25.06g. Brushed, otherwise extremely !ne [slabbed PCGS SP 61]  £1,000-£1,200

2221

FRANCE, Exposition Industrielle, Chaumont, 1882, a gold medal, unsigned, arms, rev. wreath, 36mm, 25.43g. About
extremely !ne [slabbed PCGS SP 62]  £1,000-£1,200
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Voyage of the Chinese Junk Keying, 1848, a bronze medalet by T. Halliday, view of the vessel, rev. legend, 24mm (BHM 2324).
Very !ne  £80-£100

2223

Royal Cinque Ports Yacht Club Founded, 1872, a silver medal by J.S. Wyon, bust of Prince Arthur left, rev. crowned arms,
45mm (BHM 2949). Some nicks to rims and cleaned in the past, otherwise nearly extremely !ne  £60-£80

2224

Provenance: DNW Auction 44, 17 November 1999, lot 710; D. Kene!ck Collection, DNW Auction 169, 12-13 February 2020, lot 1071

Naval Long Service & Good Conduct (E VII R), silver, named (276400 W.E. Roast, Ldg. Sto., H.M.Y. Victoria & Albert.), 36mm.
Polished and doubly-pierced; original suspension and ribbon  £50-£70

2225

Capt R.T. Dixon and H.W. Hutchinson founded their company at Woolston, Southampton, in 1903, to manufacture motor launches and yachts.
Further detail accompanies the !rst medal

Motor Yacht Club, 1905, a bronze award medal by E. Fuchs, engraved (E"ciency Trials, 1908), edge named (Messrs. Dixon Bros
and Hutchinson Ltd, 1908), 55mm (IECM 22; Works of Emil Fuchs, p.104; cf. DNW 196, 1630); British Motor Boat Club, a
plated bronze award medal, unsigned, named (London to Cowes 1929, under 30 Hours, “Forrard Away”, Walter Hutchinson Esq),
45mm [2]. First !ne and rare, second very !ne and toned  £80-£100

2226

Michael Emanuel, JP (1836-1911), silversmith, High Street, Southampton; mayor 1895, president of the Southampton Hebrew Congregation

Royal Southampton Yacht Club, a silver award medal by M. Emanuel, city of Southampton arms and supporters, yachts behind,
rev. legend in garter, named (Won by Grace Shenley in Yacht “Spero”, 8 Metre, 1912), 41mm, hallmarked Birmingham 1912. Small
reverse edge knock at 4 o’clock, otherwise good very !ne and toned, rare  £60-£80

2227

Centenary of the Royal Regatta, Torbay, 1913, a silver and enamel award medal by W.J. Dingley, named (H.A. Garrett Esq,
Borough Surveyor), 44mm; International Coronation Regatta, Torbay, 1937, a silver medal by H.B. Sale, 51mm (W & E
7805A.1; BHM 4385); Yachting, bronze award medals, unsigned [by Pinches] (2), engraved (12 Ft National Championship, Torbay,
1953, Saturday Race, 2nd Crew; Redwing Championships, Torbay, 1954, Open Race, 1st, “Fiesta”), both 38mm; Torbay Yachting
Association, a uniface bronze and enamel award medal, unsigned, engraved (1955 Fire#y Championship Week, Monday’s Race
Crew, 6th), 38mm; 150th Anniversary of the Royal Regatta, Torbay, 1963, a plated bronze medal, unsigned, 45mm [6].
Very !ne and better, but second with some rim knocks  £90-£120

2228

Provenance: First, second and last D.M. Young Collection, DNW Auction M14, 25 November 2013, lot 1139 [!rst from T.C. Millett June 2005, second
from J. Whitmore July 2003, last from A. Judd June 2003]

Royal Thames Yacht Club, medals by Garrard (3), in silver (2) and plated bronze, yacht sailing left, revs. wreath, named
(Presented by the Commodore in Commemoration of the First Regatta held by the Club at Stokes Bay, August 1st 1913, Ma’ona, F.
Last Esq and C.H. Last Esq; R[oyal] T[hames] Y[acht] C[lub], 1st, Junior Cup Race, 1952; ‘Tyra’ Winner Cory Cup 1959), all 38mm,
second hallmarked London 1950 [3]. Very !ne, !rst toned  £80-£100

2229

Provenance: First bt T.C. Millett October 2008; others bt H. Simmons March 2018
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Southwold Model Yacht Regattas, Annual Regatta, 1923, a brass medal by Wright & Son, Edgware, un-named, 32mm; Royal
London Yacht Club, Centenary Regatta, 1938, a silver medal by H.B. Sale for Benzie, Cowes, 38mm, hallmarked London
1937; Royal Corinthian Yacht Club, Burnham-on-Crouch, International Cadet Class, award medals (2), unsigned, engraved
(Cadet Week 1959, Royal Corinthian Y.C. Trophy, Third Prize...Vice-President’s Trophy, First Prize), both 51mm; City Livery
Yacht Club Cup, 1998, an engraved bronze award medal, unsigned, 55mm [5]. About extremely !ne and better; second in original
blue case of issue [this somewhat scuffed], last with original ribbon for wearing  £40-£60

2230

Island Sailing Club, Isle of Wight, a silver award medal by Mappin & Webb, tower, rev. wreath, engraved (Race Round The
Island 1933), hallmarked Birmingham 1933, 50mm. Edge bruise at 3 o’clock, otherwise very !ne, scarce  £150-£200

2231

Provenance: DNW Auction 158, 24-25 April 2019, lot 947

Royal Southern Yacht Club, Southampton, a plated bronze medal, unsigned, engraved (Centenary Regatta, Cowes, Aug. 7th.
1937), 44mm, and a bronze award medal, unsigned, engraved (R. Srn. Y.C. 1956, Cowes Regatta, Race 6, 3rd), 51mm; Cowes
Week, 1978, a brass 3rd Prize medal, un-named, 50mm; Royal Lymington Yacht Club, 75th Anniversary, 1997, a uniface oval
cast bronze plaque, 92 x 73mm; America’s Cup Jubilee, Cowes, 2001, an oval enamelled badge, 52 x 39mm; The Mary Rose
Trust, a nickel medal, unsigned, 44mm; Borough of Weymouth & Portland, a brass medal, 38mm [7]. Very !ne and better;
!rst in a contemporary but non-original case  £50-£70

2232

Port of Falmouth Regatta Week, 1948, a bronze award medal, unsigned, un-named, 38mm; Coronation Regatta, 1953, a
uniface frosted bronze and enamel award medal, unsigned [for Benzie, Cowes], engraved (West Hoe S.C.), 51mm; [Sunderland
Yachting Club], a bronze and enamel award medal, unsigned, engraved (Crew “Enterprise”, Northern Championships 1960, 1st &
15th, 4th Overall), 44mm; Yachting, a plated bronze award medal, unsigned [by Pinches], engraved (Fowey Royal Regatta), 32mm;
International Clyde Regatta, 1967, a gilt-bronze award medal, unsigned, un-named, 39mm; Royal Ocean Racing Club, a
bronze award medal, unsigned, engraved (Fastnet Race 1971, Portcullis II, 2nd Beta Division, Class III), 51mm [6]. Very !ne and better;
second in original red card box, last set on a wooden plinth for display  £40-£50

2233

Bembridge Sailing Club, award medals (2), unsigned, in silver and bronze, both un-named, 38mm; Royal Thames Yacht
Club, a bronze award medal by Garrard, named (Bembridge Sailing Club 1950, Ganymede Crew, James Talbot), 38mm; Solent
Classes Championships, a silver award by Garrard, named (1952 Redwings, Toucan, Tom Thornycroft), hallmarked London
1948, 44mm [4]. First and last very !ne, others extremely !ne  £70-£90

2234

Provenance: Third bt M.J. Martin March 2018; last bt H. Simmons March 2018

Festival of Britain Yachting Regattas, 1951, a plated bronze award medal by Pinches, 44mm; Royal Yacht Squadron,
150th Anniversary, 1965, a bronze award medal, unsigned, un-named, 45mm; Sir Francis Chichester, 1967, a silver medal by P.
Vincze for Spink, 38mm (E 2113b); Whitby Regatta, 150th Anniversary, 1990, a uniface plated medal, unsigned, 56mm;
NORWAY, Kongelig Norsk Seilklubb [Royal Norwegian Sailing Club], a silver-gilt award plaque by K. Larsen, clasp engraved
(E.C. 1966 F.D.), 46 x 40mm [5]. Extremely !ne and better, all but third in boxes of issue  £60-£80

2235

Henley Sailing Club (Est. 1896), award medals (5), in bronze (4) and brass, unsigned, one engraved (1st Crew 1966), others un-
named, all 57mm; Upper Thames Sailing Club, Bourne End, The Queen’s Cup, a bronze medal by A.S. Cope for Pinches,
56mm (MJP p.222) [6]. Last extremely !ne and scarce, others very !ne and better but one with surface verdigris  £40-£60

2236
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Hugo de Plessis (1923-2018), b Lymington, marine surveyor and pioneer in the !eld of !breglass; educ. Southampton University; served in Fleet
Air Arm 1942-6, as a radar technician; founded the Ropewalk Boatyard, Lymington; moved from Boldre, Hampshire, to Bantry Bay, where he was
commodore of the Bantry Bay Sailing Club. Sold with further background information

IRELAND, Royal Ulster Yacht Club, Shamrock III, America’s Cup, 1903, a light bronze medalet, 19mm; Irish Yachting
Association, a uniface plated brass medal, unsigned, named (T.N.T. IPEC, Helmsman’s Championship of Ireland, East Antrim Boat
Club, 1984), 52mm; Irish Cruising Club, Faulkner Cup, a bronze award medal, unsigned, set into a wooden plaque, named
(Samharcin, Hugo de Plessis, 1996), 51mm [3]. Very !ne, !rst with loop for suspension, second removed from a display mount £60-£80

2237

Miscellaneous base metal and plated medals and an electrotype plaque (9), all connected with yachting and motor boats, several by
Pinches [9]. Very !ne and better  £30-£40

2238

Pablo Suarez (†1924) was a noted yachtsman and committee member of the Yacht Club Argentino. A frequent visitor to England, he was well
known in Southampton yachting circles and the owner of the 12-metre yacht Rafaga, built in 1908 and depicted on the medal. He married Annie
Berry, daughter of Mr W. Berry, a former Chief Constable of Southampton. The medals of his son, Flying O"cer Pablo Geo#rey Suarez (1918-2003),
were sold in these rooms on 26 March 2014, lot 1536

ARGENTINA, Yacht Club Argentino, Buenos Aires, a plated bronze award medal, unsigned, naming Pablo Suarez, engraved
(Rating 2o. Premio, 26 Ene, 1913), 31mm; AUSTRALIA, Rockhampton Sailing Regatta, 1895, a silver badge by G. Loveridge,
named (2nd Prize for 19 Footers, won by Xoa), hallmarked Birmingham 1893, 40 x 29mm, America’s Cup, 1983, a gilt Winners
medal, unsigned, 32mm; BERMUDA, Tall Ships Race, 1964, a bronze award medal, unsigned, un-named, 38mm; SOUTH
AFRICA, Hout Bay Yacht Club, 1984, a bronze award medal, unsigned, 52mm; URUGUAY, Yacht Club Uruguayo, XI
Campeonato Sudamericano de la Clase Lightning, 1965, a bronze 3rd Prize medal by Tammaro, un-named, 31mm, and a plated
bronze medal by L. Giammarchi, 28mm; USA, America’s Cup, 1903, gilt brass medalets (2), both 24mm, and an enamelled
button by Whitehead & Hoag, 32mm [10]. Generally very !ne; fourth in maroon case of issue  £60-£80

2239

AUSTRIA, Öesterreiches Zee Verein [Austrian Sailing Association], a bronze 5th Prize medal, unsigned, engraved (31-8-’35),
46mm; GERMANY, a plated bronze award medal, unsigned, engraved (Einhart der Seefahrer Seinen Freunden), 36mm;
HUNGARY, Magyar Vitorlás Szövetség Bajnokság [Hungarian Sailing Association Championship], 1950, a base metal award
medal, unsigned, 40mm; MALTA, Royal Malta Yacht Club, Middle Sea Race, a bronze award medal for the Malta Tourist Board,
named (Dee, 1970), 30mm; NETHERLANDS, Koninkluke Nederlandsche Zeil-en Roei-Vereeniging [Royal Dutch
Sailing and Rowing Association], medals by C.J. Begeer (3), in silver, 26mm, bronze (2), both 55mm, one dated 1937, and a light
bronze award medal by Hella Unger, engraved (Loeuesteijn Wedstr, W.S.U. de Merwede, 1e Prijs, K1:C), 40mm; SPAIN, Club
Nautico Real, an oval gilt brass badge, engraved (Regates Nacionals 1921), 45 x 32mm; SWEDEN, Sveriges Militära
Idrottsförbund [Sweden's Military Sports Association], 1909, a silver award medal, unsigned, engraved (Memory of Yacht-Racing at
Karlskrona, 1950), 34mm [10]. Generally very !ne; two with loops for suspension, !fth in card box of issue  £70-£90

2240

BURMA, Rangoon Sailing Club, a gilt medal, unsigned, rev. engraved (National Day Team Race, 1978), 52mm; INDIA,
Centenary of the British India Steam Navigation Co Ltd, 1956, a plated medal, unsigned, 38mm, Golden Jubilee, 1997,
a gilt medal by the Royal Mint for the visit of H.M. Yacht Britannia to Mumbai and Chennai, 38mm [3]. First extremely !ne, others mint
state; !rst and last in cases of issue  £50-£70

2241

FRANCE, Société des Régates Parisiennes (Est. 1853), copper award medals by J.E. Hamel (2), arms and crest, revs. wreath
and nautical accoutrements, engraved (Voile 16 Juin 1861; Voile Equipier 1862), both 57mm [2]. About very !ne; second pierced for
suspension  £40-£50

2242

FRANCE, Cercle de la Voile (Est. 1858), bronze award medals by Campan for F.-M. Agry, one named (2me. Prix, Lily, à Mr
Anderson, 19 Octobre 1873), both 50mm (cf. Gorny/Mosch 226, 3780); Voile en Bretagne, a silver medal by R. Tschudin for the
Fédération des O"ces de Tourisme et Syndicats d'Initiative de Bretagne, 30mm [3]. Very !ne  £40-£50
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FRANCE, Union des Yachts Français, 1892, a silver award medal by F.-C.-V. de Vernon, winged Victory regarding river-god
who propels a boat to right, rev. Neptune and Marianne in waves, holding tablet, named (U.Y. Cannes 1895, 2e Prix Corsair à Mr
Popham), 68mm (BDM VI, 238; cf. BDW 10, 464). Very !ne and toned, the large size rare  £80-£100

2244

FRANCE, Yachting-Club d’Arcachon, a silver award medal by A. Rivet, named (1er Prix, Lotus, 19 Août 1894), 40mm; Club
Nautique Dieppe, a bronze award medal, signature unclear, engraved (Dieppe C.N.D. 1922), 49mm; Yachting No.2, 1930, a
bronze award medal by L. Ha!ner for Fraisse, un-named, 50mm (CGMP p.189); Régates, 1930, a light bronze award medal by A.
Rivaud, engraved (Foire de Montrichard, 1963), 50mm (CGMP p.349); Société des Régates du Havre, 1967, a plated bronze
medal for Drago, 50mm [5]. Very !ne and better; !rst toned and with loop for suspension, second in original maroon !tted case £70-£90

2245

FRANCE, Yacht-Club de France, c. 1900, a bronze award medal by J.E. Hamel, un-named, 68mm (cf. DNW 134, 586);
Centenaire du Yacht-Club de France, 1967, a bronze award medal after J.E. Hamel, un-named, 50mm [2], Good very !ne

£60-£80

2246

The original design by Lavée dates to c. 1900

FRANCE, Société des Yachts Modèles, Bordeaux, a bronze award medal by A. Lavée for Desaide, 42mm; Yachting,
bronze award medals by A. Lavée (3), for Arthus-Bertrand (2), one named (Jericho, St Servan, 1962), 69mm, other 50mm, and for
Desaide, 50mm (cf. DNW 62, 1583) [4]. First about very !ne, others very !ne and better  £60-£80

2247

FRANCE, Régates Internationales de Menton, Comité des Fêtes, a silver award medal, unsigned, un-named, 50mm;
Société Nautique de Marseille, a silver award medal by A. Rivet for Le ‘Medaillier’, un-named, 49mm (cf. DNW 134, 591);
Société Nautique de Toulon, a silver-gilt award medal by A. Lavée for Desaide, un-named, 46mm [3]. Extremely !ne, though
!rst somewhat brightly polished; in cases of issue  £80-£100
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FRANCE, Fédération des Sociétés de Yachting de la Cote d’Azur, a uniface bronze award plaque by L. Ha!ner for
Fraisse, three yachts sailing to left, plaque below named (Coupe Fiferlin 1931, M.H. Figarede, “Tre"e à Quatre”), 85 x 63mm (cf.
Kölner Munzkabinett 116, 1714). Virtually mint state, attractive; in original blue case by Drago, Graveur, 39 R. Gioffredo, Nice [this with
extremities scuffed]  £60-£80

2249

ITALY, Regio Yacht-Club Italiano [Est. 1879], a silver award medal, unsigned, un-named, 54mm (cf. DNW 158, 952); Yacht-
Scuola Corsaro II, Venice, a silver award medalet, unsigned, sail engraved (1643), 25mm; Yacht-Club Costa Smeralda,
Porto Cervo, Sardinia Cup, 1982, a bronze medal by M. Ghinassi, 70mm [3]. First extremely "ne with much original brilliance, toned,
second very "ne and with loop for suspension, last mint state and in original blue wallet, together with a British Team cloth badge

£90-£120

2250

MONACO, Yacht-Club de Monaco, 1994, medals by P. Lovy for the Monnaie de Paris (2), in silver and bronze, bust of Prince
Albert left, regarding the elevation of the Musée Océanographique, revs. yacht sailing left, both 59mm [2]. Mint state; in blue card
boxes of issue  £40-£50

2251

Yachting, c. 1900, a plated bronze award medal, unsigned, two yachtsmen at the helm of a large outrigger, rev. rope pattern, un-
named, 66mm. High relief, an expressive medal, extremely "ne  £50-£70
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ALGERIA, Capture of Constantine, 1837, a copper medal by V.M. Borrel and A. Caqué [struck 1842-5], laureate bust of Louis
Philippe left, rev. soldier in Roman dress holding dagger and crown, fortress in !ames to left, 52mm. About extremely !ne  £80-£100

2253

ARGENTINA, 80th Birthday of Benjamin Victorica, 1911, a plated bronze plaque by J. Gottuzzo, 51 x 33mm; BRAZIL,
Independence Centenary International Exposition, Rio de Janeiro, 1922-3, a bronze award medal by G. Devreese, un-
named, 74mm (Willenz 248; cf. DNW 165, 1293); FINLAND, Exposition Technique Française, Helsinki, 1958, a bronze
medal by R.B. Baron, 68mm; NETHERLANDS, Centenary of the Winkler Prins Encyclopædia, 1970, a bronze medal by
C. Stauthamer for Elsevier, 65mm [4]. Last two extremely !ne, others very !ne  £50-£70

2254

AUSTRIA, Franz I, Coronation in Milan, 1815, a bronze medal by H. Vassallo, 42mm (BDM VI, 206); BELGIUM,
International Exposition, Brussels, 1897, a bronze medal by Lagae & Wolfers, 70mm; GENEVA, Count of Lautrec, 1738,
a copper medal by J. Dassier, 55mm (BDM I, 515); PRUSSIA, Frederick the Great, Accession, 1740, a copper medal by J.
Dassier, 55mm (BDM I, 516) [4]. Very !ne or better, last cleaned  £80-£100

2255

AUSTRIA, Homage to Franz I in Milan, 1815, a silver medal by L. Manfredini, 31mm, 11.97g (BDM III, 554); HAMBURG,
Death of David Schlüter, 1844, a silver medal by E. Schilling for Loos, 39mm, 21.04g [2]. First about extremely !ne and toned,
second with some minor marks otherwise good very !ne  £80-£100

2256

AUSTRIA, Empress Maria Anna, Coronation in Prague, 1836, a bronze medal by J.D. Boehm, crowned and diademed bust
right, rev. crown and sceptre on cushion, Bohemian arms below, 47mm (BDM I, 203-4). Fields lightly brushed, otherwise extremely !ne

 £80-£100
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AUSTRIA, Reconstruction of the Spire of St Stephen’s Cathedral, Vienna, 1843, a bronze medal by J.B. Roth, laureate
head of Ferdinand I right, rev. spire !anked by two angels, 47mm (BDM V, 223-4). Small carbon spot on reverse, otherwise about
extremely !ne  £80-£100

2258

AUSTRIA, Archduke Charles Memorial, Vienna, 1860, a modern bronze restrike of the medal by C. Radnitzky, 64mm;
Franz Joseph I, Visit to Jerusalem, 1869, a modern bronze restrike of the medal by J. Tautenhayn, 71mm; DENMARK,
400th Anniversary of the Accession of Christian IV, 1988, a silver medal, unsigned [by J. Bognár], 42mm; SOUTH
AFRICA, End of World War II, 1945, a silver medal, unsigned, 32mm; Statue of Paul Kruger, Pretoria, 1954, a silver
medal, unsigned, 32mm [5]. Extremely !ne or better  £40-£50

2259

AUSTRIA, Franz Joseph I, Silver Jubilee, 1873, a bronze medal by H. Jauner, emperor seated facing, surrounded by "ve
allegorical "gures, rev. imperial eagle on cartouche, crown above, 72mm. About extremely !ne  £150-£180
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AUSTRIA, International Exhibition, Vienna, 1873, a copper prize medal by J. Tautenhayn & K. Schwenzer, laureate head of
Franz Joseph I right, rev. three allegorical !gures, DEM VERDIENSTE in exergue, 70mm (BDM VI, 37 & V, 437). Extremely !ne; in blue !tted
case  £100-£120

2261

AUSTRIA, International Exhibition, Vienna, 1873, a copper prize medal by J. Tautenhayn & K. Schwenzer, laureate head of
Franz Joseph I right, rev. three allegorical !gures, DEM MITARBEITER in exergue, 70mm (BDM VI, 37 & V, 437). Extremely !ne; in round
!tted case  £100-£120

2262

AUSTRIA, Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna, 1877, a bronze medal by C. Radnitzki, bare head of Franz Joseph I right, rev. !gures
representing sculpture, architecture, and painting, 59mm (BDM V, 16). Extremely !ne  £80-£100
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AUSTRIA, Martin Ritter von Cassian, 1877, a bronze medal by A. Schar!, 64mm (BDM V, 360); General Johann von
Appel, 60 Years of Service, [1900], a bronze medal by J.B. Pichl, 50mm (BDM IV, 507); GERMANY, Otto von Bismarck, a
bronze medal by Neuss [struck c. 1898], 41mm [3]. Very !ne or better  £80-£100

2264

BAHRAIN, 8th Arabian Gulf Cup, 1986, a gilt-bronze and enamel medal, 60mm; SAUDI ARABIA, al-Hilal FC, 1986, a
silvered-bronze and enamel medal, 60mm; 9th Arabian Gulf Cup, 1988, a gilt-bronze and enamel medal, 70mm; together with
another Saudi Arabian medal, undated, gilt-bronze and enamel, 61mm [4]. Extremely !ne, all cased  £60-£80

2265

BELGIUM, Philippe, Count of Flanders, a bronze medal by J. Dubois, undated, 50mm; International Exposition,
Brussels, 1897, a bronze medal by J. Lagae for Wolfers, 70mm (BDM III, 267-8); Battle of the Yser, [1914], a bronze medal by
H. Allouard, 67mm; Battles of Yser and Ypres, 1918, a bronze medal by C. Samuel, 70mm [4]. Good very !ne or better

£100-£150

2266

BELGIUM, Pierre Tack, 1904, a bronze medal by G. Devreese for Hoosemans, 65mm (Willenz 30); Fritz Rotiers, 1905, a
bronze medal by G. Devreese for A. Michaux, 55mm (WIllenz 47; cf. BDW 18, 682); Baron Henry Carton de Wiart, 1912, a
bronze medal by P. Theunis, 75mm; Foyer des Orphelins de Charleroi, 1917, a plated bronze plaque by G. Devreese for
Fonson, 66 x 61mm (Willenz 179); Iwan Gilkin, 1924, a bronze medal by C.R. Samuel, 65mm (BM Acq. 1983-7, p.7, 17; cf. DNW
48, 811); 20è Anniversaire des Expositions Nationales du Travail, 1949, a bronze medal after G. Devreese, 60mm
(Willenz 420) [6]. Very !ne and better; !fth in box of issue  £80-£100

2267

BELGIUM, 75è Anniversaire de l’Indépendance de la Belgique, 1905, medals by G. Devreese for A. Michaux (2), in silver
and bronze, bust of Leopold II in military attire left, revs. robed "gure of Belgium advancing right with lion, both 70mm (Willenz 44;
ANS Exh. Cat. 1910, p.75, 47; BDM I, 574) [2]. Very !ne; in maroon gilt-blocked case of issue [this somewhat scuffed]  £80-£100

2268

BELGIUM, La Musique, 1911, a bronze plaque by L.A. de Smeth for Fonson, on behalf of the Société Hollandaise Belge des Amis
de la Médaille d’Art, 58 x 55mm (BM Acq. 1978-82, pl.13, 28; BDM VIII, 208; cf. DNW M4, 447); Exposition Universelle et
Internationale, Ghent, 1913, a bronze plaque by G. Devreese, 71 x 69mm (Willenz 141; BDM VII, 221; cf. DNW 137, 547); 50è
Anniversaire de l’A!ranchissement de l’Escaut, 1913, a bronze plaque by A. Mauquoy for the Chambre de Commerce,
Antwerp, 76 x 55mm (Vandamme/Bernier 36; BM Acq. 1978-82, p.17, 91; BDM VIII, 34; cf. DNW M12, 386); Colonies de
Débiles, 1917, a bronze plaque by G. Devreese for Fonson, 69 x 60mm (Willenz 184); Exposition Universelle et
Internationale, Brussels, 1935, a bronze award plaque by A. Bonnetain for Fonson, un-named, 79 x 64mm (BM Acq. 1978-82,
p.12, 10; cf. DNW M10, 1462) [5]. About very !ne and better  £60-£80

2269

Ernest Brauen was manager of the Lever Brothers factory at Forest-les-Bruxelles; the plaque commemorates his 25 years of service to the company.

BELGIUM, Ernest Brauen, 1913, a uniface bronze plaque by G. Devreese, bust left, view of factory in exergue, 80 x 52mm
(Willenz 139; BDM VII, 221). Small knock on one corner, otherwise very !ne  £60-£80

2270

BELGIUM, Aux Armes, c. 1915, a uniface plated bronze plaque by A. Courtens after C. Monginot, 75 x 45mm; La Cantine du
Soldat Prisonnier, 1916, a bronze medal by G. Devreese, 55mm (Willenz 157; Lefebure 529; cf. DNW 190, 1236); Croix
Rouge, 1920, a bronze award plaque by G. Devreese, 69 x 63mm (Willenz 216; cf. DNW 137, 521); John Cockerill,
Hommage à nos Prisonniers et Deportes, 1940-5, a bronze plaque by G.H. Lemaire and G. Devreese, 81 x 52mm (cf.
Willenz 302; cf. BM Acq. 1978-82, p.14, 47); Mercantile Marine Engineering, Antwerp, 1946, a bronze medal, unsigned, for
Fisch, 60mm [5]. Very !ne; last in box of issue  £60-£80

2271

BOHEMIA, a cast gilt-silver religious medal, undated (16th century), 37mm; PRUSSIA, Capture of Prague, 1757, a bronze
medal, unsigned [by J.G. Holtzhey], 48mm; GERMANY, a bronze allegorical medal, unsigned and undated (18th century), 45mm [3].
Varied state, !rst with remains of brooch-mount attached  £100-£150

2272

ETHIOPIA, modern copper replicas of medals of Menelik II (1) and Haile Selassie (3), 32mm, 21mm, 18mm (2) [4]. Extremely !ne
or better  £80-£100

2273

FRANCE, Francis I, 1515, a copper medal [struck 17th-18th century], unsigned, 54mm; Francis I, 1836, a bronze medal by A.A.
Caqué [struck 1841-2], 51mm (BDM I, 342-3); Henry III, a copper medal, undated [struck 17th-18th century], unsigned, 46mm;
Louis XIV, 1678, a restrike bronze medal [struck after 1880], unsigned, 85mm [4]. First three extremely !ne, last good very !ne

£100-£150

2274

FRANCE, Charles d’Albert, Duc de Luynes, 1621, a restrike copper medal by P. Regnier, bust right in armour and ru!, rev.
armoured hand holding sword above landscape, 56mm (Jones II, 94). Hint of verdigris in centre of reverse, otherwise virtually as made,
early 19th century  £80-£100

2275

FRANCE, Antoine Ruzé, Marquis d’E"at, a uniface bronze cliché, unsigned [by J. Warin], undated, bust right, 75mm (cf. BMC
181 [obv.]; cf. NGA 660 [obv.]). Edge repaired at 11 o’clock, holed at top, otherwise good very !ne  £60-£80
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FRANCE, Louis XIV, Coronation, 1654, a restrike bronze medal by Roettiers & Molart [struck after 1880], 72mm (BDM IV,
119); Napoleon in Egypt, 1798, a restrike silver medal by A. Bovy [struck after 1880], 42mm (BDM I, 246); Burial of Louis
XVIII, 1818, a copper medal by Andrieu & Barre for de Puymaurin, 51mm; Capture of Antwerp, 1832, a copper medal by E.
Gatteaux, 50mm (BDM II, 207); Donjon de Vincenne, 1844, a copper medal by E. Rogat, 42mm; Universal Exposition,
Paris, 1855, a copper medal by A. Barre, 60mm (Page-Divo 234); Recapture of Alsace and Lorraine, 1918, a bronze medal
by H. Nocq, 68mm [7]. Very !ne or better  £150-£200

2277

FRANCE, Death of Louis XIV, 1715, a copper medal by A. Caqué for de Puymaurin [struck c. 1820-30], armoured bust right,
rev. legend in ten lines, 52mm (BDM I, 343). Extremely !ne  £60-£80

2278

FRANCE, Annexation of Corsica, 1770, a copper medal by C.N. Roettiers, laureate head of Louis XV right, rev. France standing
left, holding Corsican shield, 64mm (BDM V, 154). Very !ne  £100-£120

2279

FRANCE, Revolution, 1789, a uniface cast lead medal by Branche, 78mm (BDM I, 262); Battle of Friedland, 1807, a copper
medal by Andrieu & Galle, 40mm (Bramsen 632) [2]. Very !ne and better  £70-£90

2280
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FRANCE, Deputation of the Mayors of Paris to Schönbrunn, 1805, a copper medal by A. Galle & N. Brenet, Napoleon
and Murat receiving deputation of two mayors, rev. Fame advancing left, blowing trumpet, arms behind, 68mm (Bramsen 453). Lightly
cleaned, otherwise good very !ne  £100-£120

2281

FRANCE, Funeral of the Prince de Condé, 1818, a copper medal by B. Andrieu & J.-J. Barre, 50mm (BDM I, 129); Charles
X, Coronation, 1825, a copper medal by E. Rogat, 41mm; Universal Exposition, Paris, 1855, silver medals (2) by A. Barre,
each 60mm (Page-Divo 234) [4]. Very !ne or better, one silver medal polished  £80-£100

2282

FRANCE, Burial of Napoleon on St Helena, 1821, a bronze medal by Thomason & Jones, bare head right within wreath, rev.
legend in thirty-six lines, 54mm (Bramsen 1851). Good very !ne  £60-£80

2283

FRANCE, Statue of Louis XIV at Lyon, 1825, a copper medal by A. Galle, 50mm (BDM II, 197); Versailles, a copper medal
by A. Michaut, undated, 50mm (BDM IV, 63); Charles X, Abdication, 1830, a copper medal by A. Caqué [struck 1834], 51mm
(BDM I, 342-3) [3]. About extremely !ne or better, last with trace of mounting at top  £80-£100

2284

FRANCE, Opening of the Museum of Coins and Medals, 1833, a copper medal by L.M. Petit, conjoined busts of Louis
Philippe and Marie Amelie left, rev. two female !gures, cabinet behind, 50mm (BDM IV, 466). Extremely !ne  £80-£100

2285

FRANCE, Return of Napoleon's Remains to Paris, 1840, a copper medal by A. Bovy, 41mm (Bramsen 1990); Centenary
of the Birth of Napoleon, 1869, a gilt-copper medal, unsigned, 50mm; Universal Exposition, Paris, 1889, a bronze medal
by E. Oudiné & D. Dupuis, 51mm (BDM I, 662); Ei!el Tower, 1889, a copper medal by C. Trotin, 42mm [4]. Very !ne or better

£80-£100
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FRANCE, Baptism of the Count of Paris 1841, a copper medal by L.M. Petit, 56mm (BDM IV, 466); Establishment of
Primary Schools, 1842, a copper medal by A. Caqué, 52mm (BDM I, 344) [2]. About extremely !ne and better  £70-£90

2287

FRANCE, Unveiling of the Equestrian Statue of Napoleon I at Cherbourg, 1858, a copper medal by A. Barre & L.
Merley, bare head of Napoleon III right, rev. statue on plinth, 60mm (Page-Divo 359). Extremely !ne  £80-£100

2288

FRANCE, Defence of the Place de Besançon, 1870-71, a copper medal by V.M. Borrel, seated female !gure, holding torch in
right hand and resting left hand on head of lion, rev. legend, 57mm (BDM I, 225). About extremely !ne  £60-£80

2289

FRANCE, International Exposition, Paris, 1878, a gold medal by J.C. Chaplain, laureate head of Marianne left, rev. winged
Fame holding wreath and trumpet, named (Waterlow & Fils) on tablet held by cherub, 51mm, 84.06g (BDM I, 402). Lightly polished,
otherwise about extremely !ne  £3,000-£4,000

2290

FRANCE, The French Youth to Michel Chevreul on his 100th Birthday, 1886, a bronze medal by L.-O. Roty, 69mm
(Roty Compagnonnage p.89; Coll. R. Marx 14; PBE 840; CGMP p.359; BDM V, 231; Baxter 32; Gaz. Num. 1897, p.135, 12; cf. DNW
49, 879); Death of Henri Poincaré, 1912, a silver plaque by G.-H. Prud’homme, 43mm (PBE 783; BDM VIII, 147; cf. DNW M4,
468); Homage to Georges Clemenceau, Troyes, 1919, a bronze plaque by Marcelle Croce-Lancelot, 50 x 30mm (cf. BDW
13, 203) [3]. Last very !ne, others extremely !ne, !rst with original colour; !rst two in cases of issue  £70-£90
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FRANCE, Joan of Arc, [1895], a silver medal by O. Roty, undated, Joan tied to the stake, !ames below, rev. Joan standing left,
receiving sword from heaven, edge stamped with cornucopia and 1ARGENT, 44mm, 41.07g (BDM V, 234). Very !ne  £100-£120

2292

FRANCE, Union des Sociétés d’Instruction Militaire de France, c. 1900, a silver award medal by H. Dubois, seated
female watching troops engaged in ri!e practice, rev. "gures representing the Republic against the background of a brick wall, un-
named, 50mm (BM Acq. 1983-7, pl.38, 58; cf. DNW 49, 899). Extremely !ne, toned  £60-£80

2293

FRANCE, Émile Dupont, 1911, a bronze plaque by F.-C.-V. de Vernon, 90 x 65mm (BM Acq. 1983-7, p.25, 157; cf. DNW 147,
1887); Myron Herrick, U.S. Ambassador to France, 1924, a bronze medal by J.-P. Legastelois, 68mm (CGMP p.234; cf.
DNW M1, 1781); General de Lattre de Tassigny, 1948, a bronze medal by P. Turin, 68mm (CGMP p.1836 for obv.; cf. DNW
M14, 1382) [3]. First two very !ne, last extremely !ne and in maroon case of issue  £60-£80

2294

FRANCE, Préparation Militaire, 1911, a bronze medal by P. Grandhomme for the Ministre de la Guerre, 50mm (BDM VII, 389;
V & A Exh. Cat. 1998, 1; cf. Noonans 264, 901); Municipalité de Paris, c. 1930, an Art Déco bronze medal by P.-M. Dammann,
named (à Charles Lambert, Instituteur, 1934), 50mm (BM Acq. 1978-82, pl.54, 43; cf. DNW M8, 2285); Philatec Paris, 1964, a
silver award medal by J.A. Devigne, named (T.-H. Bent), 68mm (cf. DNW 141, 1760); together with clichés (3), by Exbrayat for La
Gerbe d’Or, and by H. Dropsy (2), one fashioned as a badge [6]. Third extremely !ne and in case of issue, others very !ne and better

£80-£100

2295

FRANCE, La Flandre, 1938, a bronze medal by A. de Jaeger for Arthus-Bertrand, female seated facing, holding shield and o#ering
symbolic protection for buildings and ships, "eld heavily decorated with fauna, rev. legend encircled by 12 shields, 90mm (Gailhouste
190; cf. DNW 50, 1183). About extremely !ne, rare  £60-£80

2296

FRANCE, Winter Olympic Games, Grenoble, 1968, a bronze Participant’s medal by Josette Hébert-Coe$n for the Monnaie
de Paris [struck 1967], head of male Greek athlete left, snow!akes in background, rev. cityscape, Alps in background, 68mm (GV
423.2; CGMP p.426; cf. DNW 138, 2980). Spot on obverse, otherwise extremely !ne  £90-£120
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FRANCE, Bertrand du Guesclin, a silver plaque by F. Clémencin, undated, knight standing with sword raised, rev. radiant book,
62 x 62mm, 166.44g. Extremely !ne; in modern Paris Mint case  £60-£80

2298

Guy de Lusignan, King of Jerusalem 1186-92, and King of Cyprus 1192-4. The animal depicted on the reverse has unusual features and may be a
mythical or fantastic creature.

GERMANY, Guy de Lusignan, a cast bronze medal, possibly 16th century, unsigned [by P. Vischer?], GODEFRID9 DE LV3INEM,
helmeted head right, rev. animal’s head left, 36mm (cf. Hall III, 2467). About extremely !ne, rare  £100-£120

2299

GERMANY, 25th Anniversary of the Establishment of the Minerva Lodge, Leipzig, 1766, Minerva seated left with
spear and shield decorated with Gorgon’s head, three palm trees around, rev. inscription within wreath, 35mm, 14.29g (Slg.
Merseburger 2562; cf. DNW 138, 2984). Very !ne; with suspension loop  £80-£100

2300

GERMANY, Great Fire of Hamburg, 1842, a copper medal, unsigned, map of the city showing area destroyed by the !re, rev.
phoenix rising from the "ames, 44mm. Extremely !ne  £60-£80

2301
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GERMANY, Berlin Industrial Exhibition, 1844, a bronze medal by H. Lorenz & E. Schilling for Loos, Germania seated left on
rock, rev. train steaming right over viaduct, wreath around containing !ve shields, 45mm (BDM III, 471 & V, 384). Extremely !ne

£60-£80

2302

GERMANY, Cologne Cathedral, 1851, a bronze medal by J. Wiener, 59mm; ROMANIA, Carol I, 1906, a bronze medal by
P. Telge, 42 x 31mm; SWITZERLAND, Shooting Festival, Geneva, 1887, a white metal medal by Bovy & Richard, 45mm [3].
Very !ne or better  £70-£90

2303

GERMANY, Completion of Cologne Cathedral, 1880, a gilt-bronze medal by S. Drentwett, elevation of the Cathedral, rev.
the Adoration of the Magi, 50mm (Wurz. 4662; BDM I, 616). Extremely !ne with some toning  £50-£70

2304

GERMANY, International Exhibition of Food and Household Goods, Cologne, 1889, a gilt-bronze medal by J.
Schwerdtner and W. Pittner, ornate shield of arms, rev. Flora seated right among "owers and trophies, 65mm. Extremely !ne

£60-£80

2305

GERMANY, Otto von Bismarck, 75th Birthday, 1890, a bronze medal by L. Pulst for Oertel, uniformed bust right, rev.
Germania seated on "ying eagle, holding wreath and sceptre, 60mm. Extremely !ne  £100-£120

2306

GERMANY, 75th Anniversary of the Foundation of the Masonic Lodge, Elberfeld, 1890, a bronze medal by Lauer,
mountains with "ames issuing from central peak, dividers above, rev. legend and sphinx within wreath, 50mm. Extremely !ne £60-£80

2307

GERMANY, Otto von Bismarck, 80th Birthday, 1895, a bronze medal by H. Dürrich for Mayer, bare head right, olive
branch below, rev. Bismarck arms on breast of crowned imperial eagle, 89mm (BDM VII, 243). Good very !ne  £60-£80

2308

GERMANY, Association of Grain Distillers & Compressed Yeast Makers, a bronze prize medal by Mayer & Wilhelm,
conjoined heads of Wilhelm I, Friedrich III, and Wilhelm II left, rev. wreath, named (Apparat Führer Heinr. Strothotte zu Rheda, 23
Juni 1871, 23 Juni 1896, 60mm. Extremely !ne; in !tted case  £60-£80

2309

GERMANY, Opening of the Elbe-Trave Canal, 1900, a bronze medal by H. Frei, Lubeca seated in stern of ship, seaman
standing in bow holding oar, mermaid in water, rev. female !gures personifying the Baltic and the Trave, ship and city views in
background, 68mm (BDM II, 151). Lightly cleaned, very !ne  £60-£80

2310

This obverse was used for the medal commemorating the return of Austria to the Reich in 1938 (cf. Album 26, 1207)

GERMANY, Adolf Hitler, 1938, a uniface bronze medal, unsigned, bust right, 50mm (cf. Colbert/Hyder C106). Extremely !ne
£60-£80

2311
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GERMANY, Schwabisch Hall, Reconstruction of City Hall, 1955, a silver medal, unsigned, view of City Hall, rev. two shields
of arms, 47mm. Toned, good extremely !ne; in !tted case  £50-£70

2312

INDIA, Defeat of Sultan Tippoo, [1792], a copper medal by C.H. Küchler, incorrectly dated 1893, draped bust of Marquis
Cornwallis left, rev. Cornwallis receives the sons of Sultan Tipoo as hostages, 48mm (Pudd. 792.1.2; BHM 363; E 845). Some surface
marks and discolouration in !elds, otherwise good very !ne  £100-£120

2313

INDIA, Claude Martin, a copper medal by A. McKenzie, 1211h [1796-7], LABORE ET CONSTANTIA, uniformed bust right, rev. Urdu
legend, 34mm, 13.78g/6h (Pudd. 796.2; Prid. 400A). Reverse partially stained, otherwise very !ne  £100-£150

2314

ITALY, Gian Giacomo Trivulzio, 1499, a square bronze medal, unsigned [attributed to Cristoforo Foppa, known as Caradosso],
commemorating the capture of Alessandria, the expulsion of Ludovico Maria Sforza and his later capture at Novara, laureate and
armoured bust left, rev. legend in nine lines, 46 x 45mm (Pollard 217 = Kress 192). Pierced at top, good very !ne  £600-£800

2315

ITALY, Cardinal Ulisse Gozzadini, 1709, a copper medal by F. de Saint-Urbain, bust right, rev. Minerva standing, holding shield
and spear, 56mm (Molinari 117; BDM V, 312). Good very !ne, attractively patinated  £90-£120

2316
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MEXICO, Erection of an Equestrian Statue of Charles IV in Mexico City, 1796, a gilt-copper medal by G.A. Gil,
conjoined busts of Charles IV and Maria Louisa right, rev. equestrian statue, 60mm (Vives 185; Fonrobert 6436; cf. DNW 178, 694).
Very !ne, rare  £150-£200

2317

MEXICO, Olympic Games, Mexico City, 1968, a square bronze Participant's plaque by L. Wyman, sports pictograms divided
by logo, rev. legend between two parallel lines, 50mm (GV 159.2; cf. DNW 128, 672). Some scuffing on reverse, otherwise about
extremely !ne  £90-£120

2318

NETHERLANDS, a uniface cast brass Gildpenning, SALVATOR MVNDI PATROEN VANDE OEFMENGERS, Christ standing facing, holding orb, rev.
engraved (Willem Vlieck, Anno 1699) and stamped ‘81’ at top, 53mm. About very !ne, old scratches on reverse  £60-£80

2319x

NETHERLANDS, William IV of Orange, Inauguration as Stadtholder, 1747, a gilt-silver medal by N. van Swinderen,
draped bust right, rev. Dutch lion holding sword and resting paw on pedestal decorated with orange branches, 38mm, 22.32g (MI II,
629/317; E 615). About extremely !ne; with integral suspension loop  £150-£180

2320

Provenance: Spink Auction 216, 26-27 March 2013, lot 782

NETHERLANDS, 50th Anniversary of the Battle of Waterloo, 1865, a copper relief sculpture, unsigned, mounted
!gures, wounded men in foreground, wreath and lion on pedestal above, MET GOD VOOR NEDERLANDEN ORANJE on scroll, WELLINGTON.
BLUECHER. ORANJE. and date on outer rim, set in a round wooden frame, 260mm. Minor damage to face of central !gure, otherwise good
very !ne  £100-£150

2321

NEW ZEALAND, Bicentenary of James Cook’s Rediscovery of New Zealand, 1969, silver and bronze medals by J.
Berry for the Royal Numismatic Society of New Zealand, each 64mm [2]. About as struck; in cases of issue  £60-£80

2322

PERU, Charles IV, 1789, a silver proclamation medal, crowned arms of Lima between Pillars of Hercules, rev. crowned Spanish
arms within collar of the Order of the Golden Fleece, 36mm, 13.86g/12h (Fonrobert 8942). Very !ne and toned  £200-£260

2323

Provenance: Sir Gerard Clauson Collection
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PORTUGAL, Unveiling of the Statue of Pedro IV in Porto, 1866, a copper medal by J. Molarinho, statue on plinth, rev.
legend within wreath, 60mm. Hole drilled in edge at top, otherwise extremely !ne, scarce  £60-£80

2324

PRUSSIA, Unveiling of the Statue of Frederick the Great in Berlin, 1851, a copper medal by H. Bubert for Loos,
conjoined heads of Frederick William III and Frederick William IV right, rev. view of the statue, 61mm. Extremely !ne; in original box

£150-£180

2325

PRUSSIA, Marriage of Prince Wilhelm and Princess Victoria of Schleswig-Holstein, 1881, a bronze medal by W.
Kullrich for Loos, busts face-to-face, crown above, rev. crowned arms, 51mm (BDM III, 245). Some minor marks, otherwise about
extremely !ne  £80-£100

2326

PRUSSIA, Frederick III, 1888, a silver medal by E. Weigand, bare head right, rev. DEM BESTEN SCHÜTZEN within wreath, 42mm,
58.45g. Lightly cleaned, good very !ne  £60-£80

2327

PRUSSIA, Field Marshal von Moltke, 90th Birthday, 1890, a bronze medal by P. Türpe & L. Pulst for Oertel, uniformed
bust left, rev. Victory hovering over pile of arms, 60mm (BDM IV, 710 & VI, 153). About extremely !ne  £60-£80

2328

PRUSSIA, Crown Prince Wilhelm, 10th Birthday, [1892], a copper medal by H. Schwabe for Lauer, uniformed bust facing,
rev. imperial eagle on shield, crown above, wreath around, 50mm. Extremely !ne  £60-£80

2329
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ROMANIA, Proclamation of the Kingdom, 1881, a bronze medal by W. Kullrich, bare head of Carol I left, rev. proclamation
in central square, four crowns around, 59mm (BDM III, 245). A few minor marks, otherwise extremely !ne  £60-£80

2330

ROMANIA, Carol I, Silver Jubilee, 1891, a bronze medal by A. Schar!, uniformed bust left, rev. Romania standing facing, lion
behind, wreath around, 64mm (BDM V, 367). About extremely !ne  £100-£120

2331

RUSSIA, Deaths of Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht, a bronze medal by M. Salyman, undated, conjoined heads left,
rev. crowd scene, 60mm. Good very !ne, very rare  £200-£260

2332
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RUSSIA, Olympic Games, Moscow, 1980, a bronze Participant’s medal by Angelina Leonova, Moscow logo above symbolic
stadium, rev. view of Red Square, 60mm (GV 216.2; cf. DNW 128, 679). Small reverse edge nick at 12 o’clock, otherwise extremely !ne

 £90-£120

2333

SAUDI ARABIA, Inauguration of the King Abdul Aziz International Airport and Hajj Terminal, Jeddah, 1981, a
plated bronze medal by G.D.E. Bertone for International Airport Projects, bust right, rev. airport terminal, 80mm. Extremely !ne

£60-£80

2334

SAXONY, The Conversion of St Paul, a silver medal, 16th century, unsigned [by M. Hohenauer], bust left, PAVLVS on tablet
below, rev. Conversion on the road to Damascus, SAVLVS on tablet in exergue, 38mm (BDM II, 519). Pierced, some digs in "an,
otherwise !ne  £60-£80

2335

Provenance: Baldwin Argentum Auction, 7 November 2009, lot 428

SOUTH AFRICA, Hands O!, 1902, a silver medal, unsigned, facing busts of Christian de Wet and Koos de la Rey, rev. Boer
soldier holding !ag pointing as injured British lion slinks away, 40mm (Hern 232; AM Cat. 103). Good very !ne, toned  £100-£150

2336

SOUTH AFRICA, assorted modern commemorative medals of South Africa and Southern Rhodesia, in silver (13), base metal (14)
[27]. Mostly extremely !ne or better  £150-£200

2337

SPAIN, Olympic Games, Barcelona, 1992, a bronze Participant’s medal by X. Corberò, legend above Barcelona logo, rev. spiral
and elongated bolt of lightning, 70mm (GV 311.2; cf. DNW 128, 685). Graze on reverse, otherwise virtually as struck  £90-£120

2338

SWEDEN, Gustaf VI Adolf (1950-73), a gold medal for Long and Faithful Service, undated, bare head left, rev. legend, named
(Alma Gustafsson), 36mm, 23.82g. Some surface marks, otherwise extremely !ne; crown attached to edge at top  £1,000-£1,200

2339
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SWITZERLAND, 40th Anniversary of the Re-Establishment of the Olympic Games, 1934, a cast bronze medal by
Huguenin, view of the Parthenon, rev. view of a stadium, 67 x 62mm (Gadoury p.96, 1). About extremely !ne, rare  £200-£260

2340

USA, Battle of New Orleans, 1815, a modern bronze restrike of the medal by M. Furst, 65mm; Philadelphia Mint, 1969, a
gilt-bronze medal, signed PEF [?], 38mm; Bicentennial, 1976, a silver medal, signed RM [?], 51mm [3]. Extremely !ne or better; last
in case of issue  £40-£50

2341

USA, Binghampton Glee Club, a uniface engraved brass award medal, unsigned, named (Presented by the members of the
Binghampton Glee Club to Edgar Lawrence, for his valuable service in that society, June 1874), 46mm. Very !ne and very rare

£100-£150

2342

USA, Philadelphia International Exhibition, 1876, a bronze medal by H. Mitchell, Industry seated left, rev. legend within
wreath, 76mm (Julian AM-10; BDM VIII, 67). Good very !ne, patinated  £80-£100

2343

USA, Death of President Warren Harding, 1923, a bronze medal by G.T. Morgan, 76mm (Failor/Hayden 128);
Inauguration of President Richard Nixon, 1969, a bronze medal by F. Gasparro, 76mm (FH 138); Second Inauguration
of President Richard Nixon and Vice-President Spiro Agnew, 1973, a Proof bronze medal by G. Roberts for the Franklin
Mint, 70mm; Second Inauguration of President William Clinton, 1997, a bronze medal by D. Everhart II for Medallic Art
Co, 70mm [4]. First about very !ne, others extremely !ne; all except !rst boxes of issue  £60-£80

2344
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USA, International Exposition, Chicago, 1933, an Art Déco bronze medal by E.R. Zettler, male nude spanning a symbolic
bridge, rev. plan of Chicago, 70mm (cf. DNW 47, 1047). About extremely !ne  £60-£80

2345

USA, 25th Anniversary of the Commercial Credit Company, 1937, a bronze medal by H. Schuler for Medallic Art Co,
76mm; Pittsburgh Bicentennial, 1958, a bronze medal by R.J. Menconi for the Pittsburgh Bicentennial Association, 76mm;
Alaska Statehood, 1959, a bronze medal by R.J. Menconi for Medallic Art Co, 64mm (Gould/Bressett 105); The New York
World’s Fair, 1964-5, a bronze medal by A. de Francisci for Medallic Art Co, 63mm [4]. First very !ne, others extremely !ne; last
three in card boxes of issue  £60-£80

2346

WÜRTTEMBERG, Karl I, Golden Jubilee, 1889, a bronze medal by C. Weigle & A. Schar!, Fortuna and Minerva holding
crown over central medallion containing conjoined busts of the royal couple, rev. view of Stuttgart, 65mm (BDM V, 366 & VI, 426).
Extremely !ne  £300-£400

2347

Assorted World medals in silver (3), base metal (10), mostly 20th century [13]. Varied state  £50-£702348x

Miscellaneous World medals (22), all base metal, mostly 20th century [22]. Varied state  £150-£2002349
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Numismatic Books

BROWN, L., British Historical Medals 1760-1960, Volume 1: The Accession of George III to the Death of William IV, London, 1980, xxvi +
469pp; BROWN, L., British Historical Medals 1760-1960, Volume 2: The Reign of Queen Victoria, London, 1987, xxiv + 516pp; EIMER, C.,
Medallic Portraits of the Duke of Wellington, London, 1994, 138pp; TODD, R.A., Napoleon’s Medals: Victory to the Arts, Stroud, 2009,
224pp [4]. Fine or better  £80-£100
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CONDITIONS MAINLY 
CONCERNING BUYERS

1 The buyer
The highest bidder shall be the buyer at the 
‘hammer price’ and any dispute shall be settled at 
the auctioneer’s absolute discretion. Every bidder 
shall be deemed to act as principal unless there is 
in force a written acknowledgement by Noonans 
Mayfair Ltd. (“Noonans”) that he acts as agent on 
behalf of a named principal. Bids will be executed 
in the order that they are received.

2 Minimum increment
The auctioneer shall have the right to refuse 
any bid which does not conform to Noonans’ 
published bidding increments which may be 
found at noonans.co.uk and in the bidding form 
included with the auction catalogue.

3 The premium
The buyer shall pay to Noonans a premium of 24% 
on the ‘hammer price’ and agrees that Noonans, 
when acting as agent for the seller, may also receive 
commission from the seller in accordance with 
Condition 16.

4 Value Added Tax (VAT)
The buyers’ premium is subject to the current rate 
of Value Added Tax if the lot is delivered to or 
collected by the purchaser within the UK.
Lots marked ‘X’ are subject to importation VAT 
of 5% on the hammer price unless re-exported 
outside the UK, as per the conditions below.

Buyers who wish to hand carry their lots to 
export them from the UK will be charged VAT 
at the prevailing rate and importation VAT
(where applicable) and will not be able to claim a 
VAT refund.

Buyers will only be able to secure a VAT free 
invoice and/or VAT refund if the goods are 
exported by Noonans or a pre-approved 
commercial shipper. Where the buyer instructs a 
pre-approved commercial shipper, proof of correct 
export out of the UK must be provided to 
Noonans by the buyer within 30 days of export 
and no later than 90 days from the date of the sale. 
Refunds are subject to a £50 administrative fee.

5. Artist’s Resale Rights (Droit de Suite)
Lots marked ARR in the catalogue indicate lots 
that may be subject to this royalty payment.
The royalty will be charged to the buyer on the 
‘hammer price’ and is in addition to the buyers’ 
premium. Royalties are charged on a sliding 
percentage scale as shown below but do not apply 
to lots where the hammer price is less than 1000 
euros. The payment is calculated on the rate of 
exchange at the European Central Bank on the 
date of the sale.

All royalty charges are paid in full to The Design 
and Artists Copyright Society (DACS).

Portion of the hammer price Royalties
From 0 to €50,000 4%
From €50,000.01 to €200,000 3%
From €200,000.01 to €350,000 1%
From €350,000.01 to €500,000 0.5%
Exceeding €500,000 0.25%

6 Payment
When a lot is sold the buyer shall:

(a) con�rm to Noonans his or her name and 
address and, if so requested, give proof of 
identity; and
(b) pay to Noonans the ‘total amount due’ in 
pounds sterling within �ve working days of the end 
of the sale (unless credit terms have been agreed 
with Noonans before the auction). Please note that 
we will not accept cash payments in excess of 
£5,000 (�ve thousand pounds) in settlement for 
purchases made at any one auction.

7 Noonans may, at its absolute discretion, agree 
credit terms with the buyer before an auction 
under which the buyer will be entitled to take 
possession of lots purchased up to an agreed 
amount in value in advance of payment by a 
determined future date of the ‘total amount due’.

8 Any payments by a buyer to Noonans may be 
applied by Noonans towards any sums owing from 
that buyer to Noonans on any account whatever, 
without regard to any directions of the buyer, his 
or her agent, whether expressed or implied.

9 Collection of purchases
The ownership of the lot(s) purchased shall not 
pass to the buyer until he or she has made 
payment in full to Noonans of the ‘total amount 
due’ in pounds sterling.

10 (a) The buyer shall at his or her own expense 
take away the lot(s) purchased not later than 
5 working days after the day of the auction but 
(unless credit terms have been agreed in 
accordance with Condition 7) not before payment 
to Noonans of the ‘total amount due’.
(b) The buyer shall be responsible for any 
removal, storage and insurance charges on any 
lot not taken away within 5 working days after 
the day of the auction.
(c) The packing and handling of purchased lots by 
Noonans sta£ is undertaken solely as a courtesy to 
clients and, in the case of fragile articles, will be 
undertaken only at Noonans’ discretion. In no 
event will Noonans be liable for damage to glass or 
frames, regardless of the cause. Bulky lots or 
sharp implements, etc., may not be suitable for 
in-house shipping.

11 Buyers’ responsibilities for lots purchased
The buyer will be responsible for loss or damage 
to lots purchased from the time of collection or 
the expiry of 5 working days after the day of the 
auction, whichever is the sooner. Neither Noonans 
nor its servants or agents shall thereafter be 
responsible for any loss or damage of any kind, 
whether caused by negligence or otherwise, while 
any lot is in its custody or under its control.

Loss and damage warranty cover at the rate of 
1.5% will be applied to any lots despatched by 
Noonans to destinations outside the UK, unless 
speci�cally instructed otherwise by the consignee.

12 Remedies for non-payment or failure to 
collect purchase
If any lot is not paid for in full and taken away in 
accordance with Conditions 6 and 10, or if there is 
any other breach of either of those Conditions, 
Noonans as agent of the seller shall, at its absolute 
discretion and without prejudice to any other 
rights it may have, be entitled to exercise one or 
more of the following rights and remedies:

(a) to proceed against the buyer for damages for 
breach of contract.
(b) to rescind the sale of that or any other lots 
sold to the defaulting buyer at the same or any 
other auction.
(c) to re-sell the lot or cause it to be re-sold by 
public auction or private sale and the defaulting 
buyer shall pay to Noonans any resulting de�ciency 
in the ‘total amount due’ (after deduction of any 
part payment and addition of re-sale costs) and any 
surplus shall belong to the seller.
(d) to remove, store and insure the lot at the 
expense of the defaulting buyer and, in the case of 
storage, either at Noonans’ premises or elsewhere.
(e) to charge interest at a rate not exceeding 
2 percent per month on the ‘total amount due’ to 
the extent it remains unpaid for more than 
5 working days after the day of the auction.
(f) to retain that or any other lot sold to the 
same buyer at the sale or any other auction 
and release it only after payment of the ‘total 
amount due’.
(g) to reject or ignore any bids made by or on 
behalf of the defaulting buyer at any future 
auctions or obtaining a deposit before accepting 
any bids in future.
(h) to apply any proceeds of sale then due or at 
any time thereafter becoming due to the defaulting 
buyer towards settlement of the ‘total amount 
due’ and to exercise a lien on any property of the 
defaulting buyer which is in Noonans’ possession 
for any purpose.

13 Liability of Noonans and sellers
(a) Goods auctioned are usually of some age. 
All goods are sold with all faults and imperfections 
and errors of description. Illustrations in catalogues 
are for identi�cation only. Buyers should satisfy 
themselves prior to the sale as to the condition of 
each lot and should exercise and rely on their own 
judgement as to whether the lot accords with its 
description. Subject to the obligations accepted by 
Noonans under this Condition, none of the seller, 
Noonans, its servants or agents is responsible for 
errors of descriptions or for the genuineness or 
authenticity of any lot. No warranty whatever is 
given by Noonans, its servants or agents, or any 
seller to any buyer in respect of any lot and any 
express or implied conditions or warranties are 
hereby excluded.
(b) Any lot which proves to be a ‘deliberate 
forgery’ may be returned by the buyer to Noonans 
within 15 days of the date of the auction in the 
same condition in which it was at the time of the 
auction, accompanied by a statement of defects, 
the number of the lot, and the date of the auction 
at which it was purchased. If Noonans is satis�ed 
that the item is a ‘deliberate forgery’ and that the 
buyer has and is able to transfer a good and 
marketable title to the lot free from any third party 
claims, the sale will be set aside and any amount 
paid in respect of the lot will be refunded, provided 
that the buyer shall have no rights under this 
Condition if:
(i) the description in the catalogue at the date of 
the sale was in accordance with the then generally 
accepted opinion of scholars and experts or fairly 
indicated that there was a con¦ict of such opinion; or
(ii) the only method of establishing at the date of 
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publication of the catalogue that the lot was a 
‘deliberate forgery’ was by means of scienti�c 
processes not generally accepted for use until after 
publication of the catalogue or a process which 
was unreasonably expensive or impractical.
(c) A buyer’s claim under this Condition shall 
be limited to any amount paid in respect of the 
lot and shall not extend to any loss or damage 
su£ered or expense incurred by him or her.
(d) The bene�t of the Condition shall not be 
assignable and shall rest solely and exclusively in 
the buyer who, for the purpose of this condition, 
shall be and only be the person to whom the 
original invoice is made out by Noonans in respect 
of the lot sold.

CONDITIONS MAINLY CONCERNING 
SELLERS AND CONSIGNORS

14 Warranty of title and availability
The seller warrants to Noonans and to the buyer 
that he or she is the true owner of the property 
or is properly authorised to sell the property by 
the true owner and is able to transfer good and 
marketable title to the property free from any 
third party claims. The seller will indemnify 
Noonans, its servants and agents and the buyer 
against any loss or damage su£ered by either in 
consequence of any breach on the part of the seller.

15 Reserves
The seller shall be entitled to place, prior to the 
�rst day of the auction, a reserve at or below the 
low estimate on any lot provided that the low 
estimate is more than £100. Such reserve being 
the minimum ‘hammer price’ at which that lot may 
be treated as sold. A reserve once placed by the 
seller shall not be changed without the consent of 
Noonans. Noonans may at their option sell at a 
‘hammer price’ below the reserve but in any such 
cases the sale proceeds to which the seller is 
entitled shall be the same as they would have been 
had the sale been at the reserve. Where a reserve 
has been placed, only the auctioneer may bid on 
behalf of the seller.

16 Authority to deduct commission and expenses
The seller authorises Noonans to deduct 
commission at the ‘stated rate’ and ‘expenses’ from 
the ‘hammer price’ and acknowledges Noonans’ 
right to retain the premium payable by the buyer.

17 Rescission of sale
If before Noonans remit the ‘sale proceeds’ to the 
seller, the buyer makes a claim to rescind the sale 
that is appropriate and Noonans is of the opinion 
that the claim is justi�ed, Noonans is authorised to 
rescind the sale and refund to the buyer any 
amount paid to Noonans in respect of the lot.

18 Payment of sale proceeds
Noonans shall remit the ‘sale proceeds’ to the 
seller 35 days after the auction, but if by that date 
Noonans has not received the ‘total amount due’ 
from the buyer then Noonans will remit the sale 
proceeds within �ve working days after the date on 
which the ‘total amount due’ is received from the 
buyer. If credit terms have been agreed between 
Noonans and the buyer, Noonans shall remit to 
the seller the sale proceeds 35 days after the 
auction unless otherwise agreed by the seller.

19 If the buyer fails to pay to Noonans the ‘total 
amount due’ within 35 days after the auction, 
Noonans will endeavour to notify the seller and 

take the seller’s instructions as to the appropriate 
course of action and, so far as in Noonans’ opinion 
is practicable, will assist the seller to recover the 
‘total amount due’ from the buyer. If circumstances 
do not permit Noonans to take instructions from 
the seller, the seller authorises Noonans at the 
seller’s expense to agree special terms for payment 
of the ‘total amount due’, to remove, store and 
insure the lot sold, to settle claims made by or 
against the buyer on such terms as Noonans shall 
in its absolute discretion think �t, to take such 
steps as are necessary to collect monies due by the 
buyer to the seller and if necessary to rescind the 
sale and refund money to the buyer if appropriate.

20 If, notwithstanding that, the buyer fails to pay 
to Noonans the ‘total amount due’ within 35 days 
after the auction and Noonans remits the ‘sale 
proceeds’ to the seller, the ownership of the lot 
shall pass to Noonans.

21 Charges for withdrawn lots
Where a seller cancels instructions for sale, 
Noonans reserve the right to charge a fee of 15% 
of Noonans’ then latest middle estimate of the 
auction price of the property withdrawn, together 
with Value Added Tax thereon if the seller is 
resident in the UK, and ‘expenses’ incurred in 
relation to the property.

22 Rights to photographs and illustrations
The seller gives Noonans full and absolute right 
to photograph and illustrate any lot placed in its 
hands for sale and to use such photographs and 
illustrations and any photographs and illustrations 
provided by the seller at any time at its absolute 
discretion (whether or not in connection with 
the auction).

23 Unsold lots
Where any lot fails to sell, Noonans shall notify 
the seller accordingly. The seller shall make 
arrangements either to re-o£er the lot for sale 
or to collect the lot.

24 Noonans reserve the right to charge 
commission up to one-half of the ‘stated rates’ 
calculated on the ‘bought-in price’ and in addition 
‘expenses’ in respect of any unsold lots.

GENERAL CONDITIONS AND 
DEFINITIONS

25 Noonans sells as agent for the seller (except 
where it is stated wholly or partly to own any lot 
as principal) and as such is not responsible for any 
default by seller or buyer.

26 Any representation or statement by Noonans, 
in any catalogue as to authorship, attribution, 
genuineness, origin, date, age, provenance, 
condition or estimated selling price is a statement 
of opinion only. Every person interested should 
exercise and rely on his or her own judgement as 
to such matters and neither Noonans nor its 
servants or agents are responsible for the 
correctness of such opinions.

27 Whilst the interests of prospective buyers are 
best served by attendance at the auction, Noonans 
will, if so instructed, execute bids on their behalf. 
Neither Noonans nor its servants or agents are 
responsible for any neglect or default in doing so 
or for failing to do so.

28 Noonans shall have the right, at its discretion, 
to refuse admission to its premises or attendance 

at its auctions by any person.

29 Noonans has absolute discretion without giving 
any reason to refuse any bid, to divide any lot, to 
combine any two or more lots, to withdraw any 
lot from the auction and in case of dispute to put 
up any lot for auction again.

30 (a) Any indemnity under these Conditions shall 
extend to all actions, proceedings costs, expenses, 
claims and demands whatever incurred or su£ered 
by the person entitled to the bene�t of the indemnity.
(b) Noonans declares itself to be a trustee for its 
relevant servants and agents of the bene�t of every 
indemnity under these Conditions to the extent 
that such indemnity is expressed to be for the 
bene�t of its servants and agents.

31 Any notice by Noonans to a seller, consignor, 
prospective bidder or buyer may be given by �rst 
class mail, airmail or email and if so given shall be 
deemed to have been duly received by the 
addressee within 48 hours.

32 These Conditions shall be governed by and 
construed in accordance with English law. All 
transactions to which these Conditions apply and 
all matters connected therewith shall also be 
governed by English law. Noonans hereby submits 
to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts 
and all other parties concerned hereby submit to 
the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts.

33 In these Conditions:
(a) ‘catalogue’ includes any advertisement, 
brochure, estimate, price list or other publication;
(b) ‘hammer price’ means the price at which a lot 
is knocked down by the auctioneer to the buyer;
(c) ‘total amount due’ means the ‘hammer price’ in 
respect of the lot sold together with any premium, 
Value Added Tax chargeable and additional charges 
and expenses due from a defaulting buyer in 
pounds sterling;
(d) ‘deliberate forgery’ means an imitation made 
with the intention of deceiving as to authorship, 
origin, date, age, period, culture or source which 
is not shown to be such in the description in the 
catalogue and which at the date of the sale had a 
value materially less than it would have had if it 
had been in accordance with that description;
(e) ‘sale proceeds’ means the net amount due to 
the seller being the ‘hammer price’ of the lot sold 
less commission at the ‘stated rates’ and ‘expenses’ 
and any other amounts due to Noonans by the 
seller in whatever capacity and howsoever arising;
(f) ‘stated rate’ means Noonans’ published 
rates of commission for the time and any 
Value Added Tax thereon;
(g) ‘expenses’ in relation to the sale of any lot 
means Noonans charges and expenses for 
insurance, illustrations, special advertising, 
certi�cation, remedials, packing and freight of 
that lot and any Value Added Tax thereon;
(h) ‘bought-in price’ means 5 per cent more than 
the highest bid received below the reserve.

34 Vendors’ commission of sales
A commission of 15 per cent is payable by 
the vendor on the hammer price on lots sold.

Insurance is charged at 1.5 per cent of the 
hammer price.

35 VAT
Commission, illustrations, insurance and 
expenses are subject to VAT if the seller is 
resident in the UK. 



AT NOONANS OUR EXPERTISE 
EXTENDS BEYOND THE 
KNOWLEDGE WITHIN OUR 
SPECIALIST DEPARTMENTS TO 
INCLUDE ALL ASPECTS OF OUR 
AUCTION HOUSE, FROM OUR 
PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO TO  
OUR ADVANCED PROPRIETARY 
ONLINE BIDDING SYSTEM.

We’re a close-knit team of experts with 
deep knowledge across our specialist 
subjects: banknotes, coins, detectorist  
finds, historical & art medals, jewellery, 
medals & militaria, tokens and watches. 
Focusing on these fascinating items, we 
share this expertise with an international 
community of sellers and buyers.

Each sale item that passes through  
our Mayfair auction house is appraised  
by an expert recognised as a leading 
authority in a particular field of interest, 
ranging from ancient coins and military 
medals to jewellery and vintage watches. 
This depth of knowledge across all 
departments sets us apart from other 
generalist auctioneers.

SELL WITH US

Respected worldwide for the breadth 
and depth of our specialist expertise,  
we can connect you to a broad, deep 
pool of potential buyers. Over the years, 
we’ve brought together an international 
community of people who share our 
particular passion. As recognised experts, 
with a vast store of freely available 
in-house knowledge and experience, 
we’ve earned the trust of buyers across 
the globe. 

Our fees are transparent. Unlike many 
other auction houses, we don’t charge 
for collecting your lots, photography or 
marketing and there’s no minimum  
lot charge.

Not surprisingly, our position as a 
trusted authority, with deep global reach, 
often leads to the achievement of higher 
than expected prices at auction.

Free valuation
If you’re interested in selling your items 
and you’d like a free auction valuation, 
without obligation, our specialists will be 
happy to help. You can submit online or 
bring your sale item to a valuation day  
at our Mayfair auction house or at a 
regional venue. Alternatively, request a 
home visit.

BUY WITH US

We’re here for you, whether you’re an 
experienced collector with a depth of 
knowledge or an occasional buyer 
attracted to a particular piece of 
jewellery or vintage watch.

Be assured that the item in question  
has been accurately described and 
photographed, detailing all available 
information, from its provenance to its 
current condition. Be certain that our 
price estimate is fair and sensible.

Delve deep into our website and you’ll 
discover a vast store of helpful background 
data, including prices achieved for similar 
items at previous auctions. Informed and 
empowered, study our detailed online 
catalogue, then place your bid in 
complete confidence.

NOONANS
16 BOLTON STREET  
MAYFAIR 
LONDON W1J 8BQ 
T.  020 7016 1700 
WWW.NOONANS.CO.UK
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